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Abstract 

With the prevalence of autism continually on the rise, more Autistic people will enter the 

work force. Research and employment data demonstrate Autistic individuals have a difficult time 

securing and maintaining employment. One of the issues Autistic people face is a lack of 

effective and efficient vocational training. Although Autistic students are afforded a free and 

appropriate education, many leave school without sufficient vocational training. The one 

constant in Autistic people’s lives are parents and caregivers. The current research focused on 

using Behavior Skills Training (BST) to teach parents how to correctly fade prompts when 

teaching their Autistic, adolescent and adult children to acquire vocational skills. Parents 

implemented a total-task analysis and used a least-to-most prompting technique to establish 

initial prompt levels. Three parent/student dyads were recruited to collect baseline data on a 

vocational task and complete BST on stimulus control, prompt hierarchy, and prompt fading. A 

multiple probe design was used to collect and analyze data. The study resulted in all the parent 

participants acquiring and maintaining prompt fading skills and their adolescent and adult 

children progressing on a vocational task faster than teaching as usual. Future research should 

focus on training interventionists and vocational coaches how to use and quickly fade prompts in 

order to teach more vocational skills. 

Keywords: Behavioral Skills Training, Parent Training, Vocational Skills, Prompt Fading, 

Stimulus Control, Autism 
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Chapter I 

 Introduction 

Autistic people have a more difficult time attaining and maintaining employment than 

people without identified disabilities. The unemployment rates for Autistic people continues to 

rise; from a 55% in 2012 (Shattuck et al., 2012) to as high as a staggering 85% in 2020 (Roberts 

et al., 2020). Furthermore, only 14% of severely Autistic individuals are employed (Nichols et 

al., 2015). During a similar time period, intellectually disabled people (ID) had a 21% 

unemployment rate and adults without a disability had an 8% unemployment rate (Siperstein et 

al., 2013). Unemployment rates for Autistic individuals are lower than those with diagnosed 

learning and intellectual disabilities (Roux et al., 2015) and lower than ex-convicts (National 

Justice Institute, 2018). Even more alarming, only 4.1-11.8% of Autistic individuals are 

competitively employed (Colasurdo, 2019). The average wage an Autistic young adult makes is 

$8.10 an hour (NLTS2). This rate is lower than those diagnosed with emotional disturbance, 

learning disability, speech and language impairment, and intellectual disabilities (Seaman & 

Cannella-Malone, 2016). Not only do Autistic people earn less money per hour, they also work 

fewer hours (Cimera & Cowan, 2009). Perhaps the greatest impediment to Autistic people 

assuming job responsibilities is the lack of opportunity and appropriate training to perform the 

job successfully (Test et al., 2014). Many Autistic people require more training to learn a new 

skill to mastery, but once mastered, they are capable of being successful in a many work 

environments (Wehman et al., 2014).  

One of the reasons Autistic individuals have a difficult time getting employment is 

employers are hesitant to hire adults on the spectrum as there is a belief their employment will 

increase costs and decrease productivity. However, research does not support this contention 
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(Scott et al., 2017). In fact, research suggests the cost for occupational modifications and training 

for Autistic individuals is minor compared to training and accommodations for individuals 

diagnosed with physical or sensory disabilities (Roehrich et al., 2016). Autistic individuals who 

require minimal supports may have trouble gaining access to the supports they need because they 

are not also diagnosed with an intellectual disability (Wilczynski et al. 2013). Employers may 

hold this erroneous belief because society has limited or stereotypic knowledge about Autism 

and the lack of effective training Autistic people receive as it relates to vocational skills 

(Solomon, 2020).  

Austism affects the lives of not only those who are diagnosed but their families as well. 

Autism occurs in all cultures, races, and levels of socioeconomic status (Nowell et al., 2015). 

Lack of employment opportunities can have many harmful effects not only to Autistic 

individuals and their families. Without employment, Autistic people are not as active and have 

less interaction with society, thus they are not afforded the same opportunities to become 

productive members of their communities. Moreover, the skills they have learned over the years, 

be it in school, at home, or in therapeutic environments, could be lost over time (Solomon, 

2020).  

  One treatment for Autistic individuals with decades of empirically validated and 

socially significant research is Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA). ABA is used to teach socially 

significant human behavior to facilitate programming by using a databased decision making 

model (Keenan et al., 2015). One of the key tenets of ABA is social validity, which refers to the 

social significance, acceptability of intervention procedures, and the importance of the effects of 

the study (Kazdin, 2001). This involves altering environmental variables and using consequent 

strategies to change behavior. The use of ABA can assist in answering the following questions: 
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“What is the social significance of what is being taught to Autistic individuals?,” “Are the targets 

being taught socially appropriate,?” and “What is the social importance of the results of what is 

being taught (Wolf, 1978)?” By answering these questions over the past 50 years, ABA has 

demonstrated to not only be a socially valid method, but just as important, socially relevant.  

Telehealth has become a viable option for health care providers to provide training and 

feedback to interventionists, therapists, and parents of Autistic students (LeBlanc et al., 2020). 

The emergence of the internet has provided the ability to live stream with others, 

upload/download video and information. People from remote locations are now available to 

obtain quality training and supervision from professionals that in the past they may not have 

access to due to distance and financial constraints. Since the rate of autism continues to rise, the 

need for training and supervision continues to grow. Telehealth has the potential to benefit more 

students, interventionists, and families in the sense of getting more education and training to help 

support Autistic people. 

Behavior Skills Training (BST) is an approach commonly used in the field of ABA that 

has demonstrated beneficial results for adolescents,and adults in multiple studies over the past 40 

years. BST is a training methodology utilizing instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback 

(Miltenberger, 2001). Although the populations learning functional skills vary considerably, 

much of the research has demonstrated how BST can teach Autistic learners new skills. 

However, there is ample research demonstrating that BST is a highly effective method for 

training interventionists as well. BST is a training package that allows trainers to train 

interventionists how to consistently and effectively implement new procedures. BST also affords 

trainers the ability to deliver feedback to interventionists so they can learn how run new 

interventions with a high degree of treatment fidelity.  
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Performance feedback is a component of BST that can effectively improve treatment 

fidelity for academic (Noell et al., 2000) and behavioral problems treated with single- (Noell et 

al., 2002) and multiple-component plans (Codding et al., 2005). Access to their own fidelity data 

helps interventionists make better treatment decisions. For example, the interventionist will 

likely modify the treatment if an intervention is being implemented accurately yet does not 

produce the desired effects. If the intervention is being implemented inaccurately and does not 

produce the desired effects, the interventionist would ideally obtain additional training to 

increase accuracy of intervention implementation (McIntyre et al., 2007) or generate a self-

management system to ensure the accuracy of the interventions they implement.  

Learning complex skills can be difficult for many Autistic students and/or those 

diagnosed with intellectual disabilities. Task analysis (TA) is a commonly used method when 

teaching complex skills to Autistic students because it involves  breaking down a larger skill into 

smaller, more manageable units that can be easier to learn. When using a TA, interventionists 

break down the chain of responses required to complete a task into a series of smaller steps, 

which are typically taught one at a time (Cooper et al., 2007). Task analysis paired with ABA 

principles has a long history in education when teach a wide array of skills to individuals  

diagnosed with developmental disabilities as well as interventionists in classrooms (Wong et al., 

2010). Some of these studies have used task analysis to teach Autistic students new and complex 

skills. Researchers have used task analysis as a way of teaching breaking down the skill and then 

using evidence-based interventions to teach Autistic people self-help skills (Matson et al., 1990; 

Stokes et al., 2004), social play skills (Liber et al., 2007), how to make purchases in multiple 

settings (Haring et al., 1987), vocational skills (Maciag et al., 2000), and how to follow picture 

activity schedules (MacDuff et al., 1993).  
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Prompts may be required to support Autistic individuals with learning how to respond 

correctly when learning new skills. However, prompts are often used too much (i.e., 

intrusiveness and frequency) and never faded, allowing the learner to become prompt dependent 

(Clark & Green, 2004), or not used correctly or enough. Prompt-fading is important because it 

allows for the instructor to transfer the stimulus control from the prompt delivered to the learner 

doing the task independently (Cividini-Motta & Ahearn, 2013). Many interventionists may not 

know how to fade prompts due to the lack of explicit procedures for doing so identified in the 

literature and, as a result, the learner develops prompt dependency. Training interventionists to 

know what the appropriate prompt to use and when to fade (or at least attempt to fade) a prompt 

can lead to learners acquiring skills in a more efficient manner. Despite its clear importance for 

skill acquisition and independent performance of new skills, a robust review of the literature of 

the technical decisions associated with prompt-fading is not possible because of the dearth of 

research specifically examining strategies for prompt-fading. 

Treatment fidelity data are crucial both for research purposes and interventions applied in 

real world settings. The degree to which an independent variable is implemented as intended is 

known as treatment fidelity (Gresham et al., 1993). There are numerous benefits for the inclusion 

of treatment fidelity; the main benefit being researchers and interventionists can be certain 

interventions in place are responsible for measured outcomes. Insufficient treatment fidelity data 

can lead to the implementation of ineffective interventions or failure to execute interventions that 

are effective (Henggeler et al., 1997). Results of a study could, and should, be questioned if 

treatment fidelity data do not accompany the baseline and intervention conditions (Kennedy, 

2005). Without having reliable knowledge on the treatment fidelity of an intervention, 

researchers could make decisions about the treatment being effective or ineffective based on data 
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of the dependent variable alone. Although the demands placed on the time of behavior analysts 

and interventionists are great, conducting reliability checks of the dependent variable should 

always occur (McIntyre et al., 2007). Without taking treatment fidelity data (data on the 

independent variable), the researcher ignores an important piece of information. Without 

treatment fidelity data, positive outcomes could be attributed to an intervention even when it was 

not implemented with fidelity and the actual cause of behavior change lies elsewhere. One of the 

limitations in the research for treatment fidelity is that for many years it was not typically 

required when publishing in academic journals. More recently, academic journals are 

increasingly requiring treatment fidelity data in order for studies to be published.  

Most research on the topic of Autism and employment includes Autistic individuals who 

require less intense supports—characterized by qualitative impairments in social awareness, non-

verbal communication, along repetitive and stereotypic behaviors as participants (Noterdaeme et 

al., 2010). Thus, despite the fact Autism is a spectrum disorder, the majority of the research on 

Autism and employment reflects a small percentage of the Autistic population and effectively 

ignores Autistic people who have comorbid intellectual disabilities (Autistic individuals 

requiring very substantial support). 

 Many Autistic individuals requiring very substantial supports can experience difficulty 

gaining access to programs such as supported employment and competitive work integrated in 

work setting (Bond, 2004). The same is true for gaining access into programs such as vocational 

rehabilitation; thus making it difficult to gain access to competitive employment opportunities 

(Escorpizo et al., 2011). This barrier can be because Autistic individuals do not have enough 

prerequisite skills to gain access to these programs. Another reason Autistic people are excluded 

from these programs is they have been labeled “too disabled” (Cimera & Cowan, 2009). On the 
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contrary, many individuals diagnosed with Autism requiring less intense supports do not gain 

access to these programs because they do not have an intellectual disability. One reason Autistic 

people who require very substantial support may fail to acquire employment is they do not have 

the necessary prerequisite/vocational skills to be successful in a job environment because they 

have not been taught these prerequisite skills with evidence-based interventions. 

Autistic people may not be able to perform job responsibilities because they have been 

given neither the opportunity nor the appropriate training that would reasonably lead to a skill 

allowing them to complete the job tasks successfully. Many Autistic people means will require 

more training (i.e., teaching trials, time to reach criterion) to learn new skills. Yet once a skill is 

mastered, Autistic individuals who require very substantial support should be equally capable of 

high-quality job performance. Typically, job descriptions include a list of expected 

responsibilities associated with the job. However, there are numerous aspects of any job that may 

not be listed, but are instead, assumed. For entry level employment positions for Autistic 

individuals who require very substantial support, these job expectations often include, but are not 

limited to cleaning, sorting, matching, social skills, and other skills that one should have prior to 

having a job. Many schools will not recommend a learner begin any type of vocational 

experience without first acquiring these prerequisite skills. When a learner does not acquire these 

prerequisite skills as a result of inadequate access to high-quality instruction, their access to work 

environments is limited or negligible. Time-intensive teaching, including a significant number of 

trials (e.g., hundreds to thousands of trials) to learn these unstated job expectations, is often 

required to effectively teach learners who require very substantial support new skills. When 

interventionists do not have the access to the training that would give them the expertise 

necessary to teach learners the skills required to acquire a goal, the learner is the one who 
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ultimately suffers. By not learning skills that would gain them increased access to the natural 

environment, the leaner is often ill-prepared for a life after high school. 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study was to ascertain if training parents to implement pre-made task 

analyses for job expectations to efficiently and effectively fade prompts when teaching 

vocational skills will led to faster learner acquisition than teaching as usual (TAU). When it 

comes to vocational skills, there is limited quantity of research that focuses on teaching these 

skills to Autistic learners who require very substantial support. As stated previously, Autistic 

individuals do not have a strong place in the job market. Autistic individuals who require very 

substantial support having even less opportunities to gain employment. By researching and 

potentially finding an effective method for teaching basic vocational skills, Autistic individuals 

who require very substantial support could gain more access to their communities in terms of 

employment opportunities. 

Research Questions 

This study will examine the following research questions: 

1. Will training parents using Behavior Skills Training through telehealth increase their

treatment integrity scores when teaching task-analyzed vocational skills?

2. Will Behavior Skills Training accompanied with check-ins via telehealth targeting

vocational skills lead to rapid prompt fading by parents and faster skill

acquisition/progress by Autistic students?

3. Will the parent participants maintain treatment integrity at mastery criterion during

follow-up sessions after mastering the required teaching techniques?
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4. Will learner participants perform vocational tasks at the same or higher level of

independence during follow-up as they did in the intervention phase of the study?

Significance of the Study 

This study contributes to the current literature and has the potential to add to the current 

literature in the areas of BST, vocational skills training, treatment fidelity, and telehealth by 

taking from the established research in these areas yoking them into the less-researched areas of 

training parents via telehealth and Autistic students who require very substantial support. 

Autistic individuals are already at a disadvantage in the job-market. Autistic individuals who 

require very substantial support have an even more difficult time attaining and maintaining job 

opportunities due to their lack of vocational skills. Teaching each learner a foundational 

vocational skill can potentially lead to behavioral cusp-a behavior having dramatic effects 

beyond the learned skill that can lead the individual to learn new tasks quicker (Cooper et al., 

2007, pp. 58-59)-making it easier for each learner to acquire other similar skills that will lead to 

a vocational repertoire. In the event learner participants do not achieve mastery criterion, they 

may make meaningful progress toward skill acquisition that would increase the likelihood they 

would be considered for a work or possibly volunteer experience. The more skills learners 

acquire, the more opportunities may be afforded to them within their communities. 
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

Autism 

Autism is characterized by difficulty with developing language and social 

communication, forming relationships with other people, and the ability to understand abstract 

concepts. The DSM-5 describes three severity levels for Autism Spectrum Disorder, focusing on 

social communication deficits and restricted and/or repetitive behaviors (requiring support, 

requiring substantial support, and requiring very substantial support).  

The prevalence of Autism has risen from 1 in 150 children in 2000 to 1 in 54 as recent as 

2016 (Center for Disease Control, 2020; see Appendix A). There are numerous reasons for the 

increase in diagnosed cases of Autism Spectrum Disorder. With the use of better diagnostic 

instruments (Huerta & Lord, 2012) and a growing awareness among clinicians of Autism 

(Hansen et al., 2015), Autism has become easier to diagnose. Another potential reason for this 

increase is the expansion of previously related disorders (e.g., Asperger’s Syndrome, Pervasive 

Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified, etc.) and the eventual inclusion of these 

disorders in Autism prevalence studies (Elsabbagh et al., 2012).  

Autism Spectrum Disorder is considered a spectrum disorder because Autistic individuals 

display different characteristics depending on conditions in which they find themselves and these 

characteristics vary substantially across Autistics (Sulaimani, 2017). Society’s definition of 

appropriate social and communication skills often differ from the characteristics and skills 

Autistic people possess and can often negatively impact their academic success (Knight et al., 

2013). Autistic individuals benefit from exceptionally precise method of instruction in order to 

acquire and maintain skills (Porayska-Pomsta et al., 2018). Delays in acquiring skills or inability 
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to accurately apply a skill has life-long implications for Autistic adolescents and adults. 

Specifically, Autistic individuals have difficulty with communication, social skills, and self-

sufficiency (Kanne et al., 2011). The possibility of behavioral issues (i.e., aggression, vocal 

outbursts, and social difficulties) often associated with Autism Spectrum Disorder make it 

difficult to find businesses who will readily hire these individuals (Seaman & Cannella-Malone, 

2016). A variety of variables may pose a barrier to successful employment for some Autistic 

people based on the severity of charactoristics associated with Autism. Because Autism is often 

associated with individuals have rigidity with routines, variety in routine, novelty of situations, 

different tasks, inability to independently recognize what needs to be done to start/finish a task, 

the inability to recognize essential workplace problems and what to do when it occurs, represent 

a sample of these potential barriers (Muller et al., 2003). These perceived barriers, whether true 

or not for each Autistic individual, make it difficult for all Autistic people to secure meaningful 

employment.  

Applied Behavior Analysis 

In order to effectively treat any disorder, treatments must demonstrate an effect and then 

be replicated over time and across many participants. Although it is easy to look online and find 

numerous treatments that are marketed as effective for reducing charactoristics associated with 

Autism Spectrum Disorder, it is much more difficult to find treatments that are empirically 

validated. Many of the treatments for Autism Spectrum Disorder that have scientific and 

empirically validated have emerged out of the field of ABA (National Standards Project, 2015). 

ABA is the process of systematically employing interventions to improve socially significant 

behaviors to a meaningful extent and establishing that these interventions are responsible for the 

behavior change (Baer, Wolf & Risley, 1968). There is an abundance of high-quality research 
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conducted over many decades supporting the effectiveness of ABA when treating Autistic 

individuals (Myers & Johnson, 2007; Eikeseth et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2005; Iwata et al., 

1994; Lovaas, 1987). For example, when searching the term “autism” in the Journal of Applied 

Behavior Analysis from 1968-2021, over 1,300 articles appear. In 1999, the United States 

Surgeon General concluded that thirty years of research demonstrated the efficacy of ABA 

methodology in increasing communication, social skills, and learning while also reducing 

challenging behavior. Interventions grounded in ABA are highly effective methods of teaching 

Autistic adolescents and adults (Wong et al., 2010). However, the effectiveness of these 

interventions relies on high-quality staff training and fidelity of implementation (Bibby et al., 

2002).  

Parent Training and Telehealth 

With the increased use of telehealth in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, researchers 

and interventionists have been tasked with identifying effective ways to provide remote 

education and consultation. Telehealth involves the use of telecommunication technology to 

provide training and intervention to clients and their families (LeBlanc et al., 2020). The use of 

telehealth can increase client and student access to practitioners from anywhere in the world, 

thus affording people access to their preferred doctors, professors, interventionists, etc. 

(Lindgren et al., 2016). Furthermore, the use of telehealth is an effective way using the internet 

to deliver empirically supported behavioral interventions and is an important mode of healthcare 

and educational delivery as it can reach a large number of people and be cost effective due to 

fewer personal and organizational costs (Christensen & Griffiths, 2002). 

Telehealth can be delivered by using the internet to distribute knowledge and information 

to reduce the likelihood of depleting clinical, administrative, and fiscal resources (Herschell et al. 
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2004). Telehealth technology can be accessed at any time and in any location with simple, 

affordable equipment to customize the information relevant to the individual’s needs and be 

shared across settings and people (Zodar-Martell et al., 2020). With the emergence of affordable 

technology such as the internet and programs allows people to talk and see one another using 

web camera programs such as Zoom or Google Hangouts. Telehealth practices can also be used 

to upload video so a parent can send video to their interventionists or consultant. The consultant 

can then use one of the aforementioned programs to consult with the interventionist or parent 

after viewing the video and give feedback on their work without having to be at the actual 

location where the teaching is taking place (Ferguson et al., 2018). It should be noted that is 

necessary to make certain that any of the programs used online are HIPPA compliant.  

Current Need for Distance Consulting 

The rise in the number of people diagnosed with Autism places major demands on  

medical, behavioral, educational, and family services worldwide (Vismara et al., 2013). With so 

many people being diagnosed with Autism the need for services is on the rise. With the increase 

in the number of people diagnosed with Autism and the professional disciplines interested in 

their treatment, recommendations of treatments by diversely trained groups (doctors, 

psychologists, behavior analysts, and interventionists) have dramatically increased (Schrek et al., 

2013). As stated previously, is a reliable and often preferred method in treating Autistic 

individuals due to its evidence base. Because Autism effects individuals of all race, culture, and 

socioeconomic status, people everywhere are affected with this condition. Thus, the rise in 

Autism demands effective services are being provided to these individuals and their families. An 

important question is whether telehealth can increase the availability of intervention models for 

Autistic individuals in community settings without significantly sacrificing the quality of care 
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(Chamberlain et al., 2016); particularly in this time of increased demand for Autism programs 

and documented difficulties in families accessing services (Paode, 2020; Gerhardt & Lanier, 

2010). 

There is a wealth of research in the field of ABA using telehealth to provide parent 

training. Telehealth has been used when training parents of Autistic people how to teach 

functional communication training  (Wacker et al., 2012), how to independently perform self-

care skills (Boutain et al., 2020), to perform daily living skills (Gerow et al., 2021), and to assess 

and treat self-injurious behaviors (Benson et al., 2017). Telehealth also allows for researchers to 

teach and maintain treatment integrity of the interventionist’s performance (Pantermuehl & 

Lechago, 2015). These examples of parent training via telehealth show this medium is a 

successful way to train parents to teach their Autistic adolescent and adult children new skills. As 

the COVID-19 pandemic continues to effect and change our world, the prevalence of telehealth 

research continues to rise and demonstrate effective results. 

Behavior Skills Training 

In addition to treating characteristics associated with Autism, the principles of ABA are 

effective in teaching interventionists and professionals to acquire new skills. Behavior Skills 

Training (BST) employs instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback to teach a new skill 

(Ward-Horner & Strumey, 2012). By using BST, trainers can increase the likelihood of teaching 

interventionists to implement intervention procedures with a high degree of fidelity. BST can 

effectively train interventionists to implement interventions in which Autistic learners are taught 

to communicate. For example, BST has been used to train interventionists to implement mand 

(requesting) training (Nigro-Bruzzi & Sturmey, 2010) discrete trial training (Aherne & Beaulieu, 

2018; Sarokoff & Sturmey, 2004), and the Picture Exchange System (Rosales et al., 2009). In 
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addition, BST has been used to effectively teach staff to address a range of skills outside the 

communication realm including but not restricted to teaching swim instructors how to provide 

swim lessons to Autistic individuals (Jull & Mirenda, 2015), and oral care providers to deliver 

services to Autistic individuals (Graudins et al., 2012).  

Components of BST 

There are four components to BST: instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback. Each 

are described in detail below (See Appendix B).  

Instructions 

The first step in BST is for the trainer to give instructions to the interventionist. The 

trainer provides the interventionists with a clear written explanation of all the intervention steps, 

which appear in the order in which the skills should be demonstrated. Then the trainer fully and 

accurately describe all aspects of a skill orally. That is, every step for accurate implementation of 

the intervention must have precise directions which are delivered in the order in which the steps 

should be completed. The trainer needs to account for the full range of behaviors learners 

receiving the intervention may demonstrate so the interventionist will know exactly how to 

respond to predictable challenges to instruction (Miltenberger, 2001, p. 214). In essence, the 

trainer is creating a task analysis for the interventionist.  

Instructions should be presented in language that is easily understandable to the 

interventionist, which means knowledge of the skills and educational level of the target audience 

should be acquired prior to the training. For instance, it would be warranted to use behavioral 

terminology with other behavior analysis or students in a behavior analytic program. However, 

when speaking to interventionists or other people who are not behavior analysts, it is good 

practice to assume the jargon associated with behavior analysis may not be understood by the lay 
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person. Trainers should also provide written instructions so the interventionists can reference 

these instructions after the initial training. The trainer needs to match the language they are using 

to the skill set and knowledge base of their target audience (Miltenberger, 2001, p. 214).  

Irrespective of the audience, BST instructions need to be simple and direct, with the 

instructions and rationale delivered in a brief training (i.e., 2-15 minutes maximum; Sturmey, 

2018). The trainer needs to briefly describe all of the skills required to implement the 

intervention, give interventionists a written checklist, and then verbally review the skills from the 

checklist (Sarokoff & Sturmey, 2004). In addition to providing instructions, the trainer should 

provide interventionists the opportunity to ask questions or voice concerns regarding the 

intervention before moving on to the next component of BST. Trainers should strive to create a 

training environment in which interventionists feel comfortable asking any procedural or 

conceptual questions and then take time to thoroughly answer all questions or concerns.  

Modeling 

When using BST to train interventionists, modeling occurs concurrently with instructions for 

the intervention. By pairing modeling with instructions, interventionists have a frame of 

reference on how each step of the intervention should be performed before they begin rehearsing 

(Miltenberger, 2001, p. 214). There are two forms of modeling: live and video modeling. When 

live modeling occurs, the trainer demonstrates the appropriate behavior for each step based on 

the instructions associated with the intervention. Live modeling is an effective way to 

demonstrate how to implement an intervention and can easily transfer into rehearsal with the 

interventionists. The trainer then demonstrates each step of the intervention and gives 

interventionists the opportunity to see the identified behavior in action before interventionists 

practice what they have learned. In fact, recent research illustrates only the modeling and 
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feedback portions of BST increase caregiver’s treatment integrity (Madzharova et al., 2018); it 

must be noted the use of instructions and rehearsal did not decrease the effectiveness of the of 

implementing the learned protocol.  

Video modeling involves teaching someone to emit the same target behavior 

demonstrated in a video recording (Bellini & Akullian, 2007). Video modeling has been an 

effective way to train group home workers how to conduct preference assessment with Autistic 

adults (Collins et al., 2009), and for implementing numerous programs in order to effectively 

teach Autistic individuals (Reeve et al., 2007). Video modeling has the benefits of teaching 

learners to exhibit desired skills in appropriate contexts (Catania et al., 2009).  

Rehearsal  

The rehearsal phase of BST allows the interventionist to practice the desired behaviors in the 

correct sequence that have been taught via instruction and modeling. Ideally, the interventionist 

will be provided the opportunity to replicate both the skills and sequence successfully numerous 

times until fluent accurate performance can occur. The interventionist can learn from their 

mistakes so when they are actually implementing the plan with students or clients, they are more 

likely to do so with fidelity (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2012). When modeling and rehearsal is 

added to training packages treatment fidelity scores increase (Hogan et al., 2014),  

Factors that may enhance the fidelity from rehearsal for the interventionist can be found in 

Appendix C. In terms of feedback, when the interventionist completes the trial with no errors 

reinforcement should be given immediately; when errors occur during rehearsal or in-vivo with 

the learner, it is necessary the trainer gives corrective feedback immediately to the 

interventionist. It is preferable to rehearse procedures using the same materials and in the 
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identical locations in which the actual intervention will take place (Miltenberger, 2001, p. 214-

215).  

Collecting treatment fidelity data (the degree to which the independent variable is performed 

correctly) while interventionists rehearse the sequence of behaviors needed for accurate 

implementation of an intervention allows the interventionist to receive precise feedback on skills 

that may need improvement (e.g., speed of performance, accuracy to component parts). 

Treatment fidelity data enables the trainer to make a data-based decision regarding whether or 

not the interventionist is ready to implement the intervention in-vivo (i.e., implementing a 

behavior plan).  

Feedback 

By rehearsing the treatment being implemented, the interventionist will get the opportunity to 

practice the intervention and receive feedback on how their performance. Feedback is the 

delivery of reinforcement for correct performance and further instruction and/or 

recommendations after incorrect performance (Miltenberger, 2001, p. 215). Feedback should be 

provided after the interventionist has completed the treatment’s steps. If the interventionist has 

implemented the treatment correctly, the trainer delivers reinforcement immediately so the 

likelihood the interventionist will correctly perform the treatment protocol in the future will 

increase. Reinforcement for training adults is typically social praise, tangible reinforcement, or a 

combination of both. When the interventionist makes a mistake during rehearsal, the trainer 

provides corrective feedback immediately after the mistake occurs or they can wait until after the 

observation period. Feedback involves explaining to the interventionist what step(s) were 

implemented incorrectly, modeling the correct way to perform the procedure, or a combination 
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of both. Before The interventionist should first meet mastery criterion of performing the 

treatment in rehearsed settings before implementing it with learners (Miltenberger, 2001, p. 222). 

Feedback should be descriptive. Therefore, the feedback the trainer provides should be 

should be easily discerned by the interventionist. There is no need to give harsh or overly critical 

feedback to the interventionist when they are practicing the new treatment. The interventionist is 

being trained because they do not currently have or know the correct chain of behavior required 

for accurate intervention implementation. A high degree of treatment fidelity is required to 

produce success for many learners. The trainer must anticipate mistakes will occur and provide 

positive feedback and support in order to help the interventionist learn the correct behavior 

chain. When providing corrective feedback is paired with positive reinforcement for correct 

implementation of a protocol (i.e., a new behavior intervention plan), interventionists are more 

likely to perform the intervention (with more practice) with fidelity (Miltenberger, 2001, p. 215). 

Practice plus feedback are required in order for the interventionist to understand what 

skills they are implementing correctly and incorrectly. Interventionists must be given additional 

opportunities to practice following corrective feedback in order to access reinforcement for 

implementing the intervention with a high degree of treatment fidelity. As interventionist 

implementation accuracy improves, student performance improves as well (Dib & Sturmey, 

2007; Sarakoff & Sturmey, 2008). 

Instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback become particularly effective for training 

staff when used in combination (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2012). Because many Autistic 

learners with require precise and consistent instruction in order to acquire and maintain new 

skills,  professional skills have been developed using BST range from training parents to teach 

social skills (Dogan et al., 2017), to training parents and staff to implement discrete-trial teaching 
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effectively (Lafasakis & Sturmey, 2007; Sarakoff & Sturmey, 2004), to increasing school staff’s 

implementation of behavior plans (Hogan et al., 2014).  

Interventions are sometimes implemented but do not yield the anticipated results. A 

failure to produce desired skill acquisition or behavior reduction can occur for multiple reasons, 

but the first factor that should be eliminated as an explanation for intervention failure is weak 

treatment fidelity. By providing BST at the onset of the intervention and continuing to evaluate 

treatment fidelity data throughout intervention implementation, trainers can more efficiently 

eliminate errors and potentially avoid undesirable results.  

Interventions implemented with fidelity lead to better student outcomes. At a minimum, 

the trainer using BST can ensure the interventionist is capable of performing the desired 

behaviors and can accurately deliver the treatment under at least some conditions (i.e., when the 

environment approximates the training conditions).  

Historically, training too often consisted solely of instructional training (i.e., lectures with 

accompanying slide show, class discussion, and written information; Jahr, 1998). A benefit of 

BST over lecture-based approaches to training is the addition modeling, rehearsal, and feedback 

to the instructional setting, each of which has been demonstrated to improve acquisition of skills 

(Hogan et al., 2014). This strategy allows the interventionist to have an active role in their 

personal learning process. 

Limitations  

 One of the major limitations of BST is the financial burden associated with such a 

comprehensive training approach. A lot of time and detail is required to train staff to competency 

under the BST model. A trainer must prepare instructional, modeling, and rehearsal materials, 

plan and write the training protocol, as well as continually provide feedback to staff until they 
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have met a predetermined mastery criterion. Many school districts employ Board Certified 

Behavior Analysts (BCBA) to serve as behavior specialists to write, implement, and train staff 

and parents on specific behavior plans and teaching procedures for students diagnosed with 

special needs (Behavior analysis in education fact sheet – BACB 2021). If the school district 

hires an outside BCBA to write a behavior plan and/or provide training, it may cost the district 

anywhere from $100-$150 dollars an hour if the BCBA is from an outside agency (Personal 

Communication with ATX ABA Special Interest Group Executive Board members, August 19, 

2019). In addition, the district pays each staff member to attend these trainings. Depending on 

how long the training and subsequent fidelity checks require, the training could come at a high 

cost (i.e., the paraprofessional not meeting criterion for implementing the behavior plan in a 

timely manner). Despite the cost of BST, school districts are legally required to make decisions 

based on the welfare of students and many Autistic students require more precision in teaching 

(Hester, 2002). By not implementing a protocol or teaching strategy correctly and consistently, 

the student may not make reasonable progress toward IEP goals, which places school districts at 

risk during a due process hearing. For these reasons, a school administrator determines using 

ABA will lead to better outcomes for their students and reduced legal risk for the school 

system/district, then ABA a worthwhile investment. 

Providing immediate feedback accompanied by modeling and instruction can produce the 

most effective behavior change, but it also risks frustrating the interventionist. The trainer may 

interrupt when an interventionist incorrectly completes the chain of behaviors needed to 

implement the intervention to reduce the likelihood an error will become entrenched. 

Interrupting the incorrect implementation of the intervention allows the trainer to stop the 

interventionist from practicing incorrect and potentially harmful teaching methods that could 
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later be applied with a student. Because this may be frustrating for the interventionist, the trainer 

will need to need to be aware of these frustrations and make sure they are providing effective 

reinforcement for correct implementation by the interventionist and also reinforce successive 

approximations of correct implementation.  

Task Analysis 

 In the field of ABA, numerous techniques have been researched to teach individuals to 

acquire new skills. One such technique is task analysis. Task analysis is the process of breaking 

down a complex task into smaller, more manageable steps. Different methods can then be used 

to teaching each step as a part of a sequence (see “Yoking Task Analysis to Teaching Methods” 

below). When each individual step in the sequence has been taught and mastered in isolation, 

individual skills create a chain of responses to allow the successful completion of the targeted, 

more complex skill (Moore & Quintero, 2018). For example, a person may not be able to 

complete the entire process of brushing their teeth independently, but once they have learned to 

consistently complete each step in the correct sequence they will have mastered the overall skill 

of brushing their teeth.  

 Research in ABA has validated the efficacy of task analysis and chaining procedures 

along with the use prompting and reinforcement strategies for Autistic people (Donnelly & 

Karsten, 2017). A meta-analysis published in 2014 examined published research on behavioral 

interventions for Autistic adolescents and adults from 1992-2012. All seven articles in which 

task analysis was used to teach daily living and vocational skills yielded favorable results, 

leading to participant mastery of the skill identified as the dependent variable (Roth et al., 2013). 

These findings demonstrate task analysis can be used to teach a broad range of developmentally 

and age-appropriate skills to Autistic individuals across age groups. 
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 Task analysis has been used to teach daily living skills to Autistic individuals (Faloon & 

Rehfeldt, 2008), play behavior for children diagnosed with developmental disabilities (Arntzen 

et al., 2003), self-monitoring in social settings (Parker & Kamps, 2010), help-seeking a trusted 

adult when lost (Carlile et al., 2018), identifying inappropriate social interactions for women 

diagnosed with intellectual disabilities (Bollman et al., 2009), teaching compliance with dental 

procedures (Conyers et al., 2004), teaching Autistic individuals how to brush their teeth 

(Gaunkar et al., 2021), teaching internet skills to Autistic individuals (Jerome et al., 2007), and 

job-site training for Autistic individuals (Lattimore et al., 2006). In all of these studies, the use of 

task analysis paired with other behavior analytic techniques demonstrated positive results where 

the participants were able to master complex skills.  

Task analysis has been used with people of all ages and skill levels, including training 

staff to correctly implement complex assessment and intervention procedures. For example, there 

are numerous research articles of training interventionists to implement and teach better 

educational techniques to those diagnosed with Autism or other developmental disabilities; such 

as how to correctly implement a behavior intervention plan (Codding et al., 2008), training 

interventionists on how to conduct a preference assessment (Lavie & Sturmey, 2002), and 

teaching nursing assistants to use less intrusive prompts in Demetria care (Engelman et al., 

2003).  

The purpose of using task analysis with any individual is to allow the independent 

performance of a useful life skill in real world contexts. The range of “real world” examples of 

task analysis being used to teach complex skills is also significant. Some examples include 

training: better and safer tackling skills to high school football players (Stokes et al., 2010), 

Olympic weightlifting (Moore & Quintero, 2019), firearm safety to children (Maxfeild et al., 
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2018), internet skills to older adults (Pachis & Zonneveld, 2019) and safe tray carrying to 

cocktail servers (Scherrer & Wilke, 2008).  

Yoking Task Analysis to Teaching Methods 

 Each step in the process must be chained together so the completion of a step earlier in 

the sequence is the antecedent for the subsequent step in order for a task analysis to yield 

favorable outcomes, three different types of chaining can be used with task analysis: forward 

chaining, backward chaining, and total-task presentation.  

 Forward chaining involves teaching the first step in the sequence required for a complex 

skill initially and then gradually adding subsequent steps until the complex skill can be correctly 

completed independently. Each step must be mastered before the next step is taught. With every 

new step that is mastered, the requirement for measuring “success” changes from completing 

only one step (e.g., A=correct), to multiple steps (e.g., A through C=correct) to eventually 

completing all of the steps (e.g., A through H=correct). Once each step is mastered and 

completed in correct order, the overall, complex skill is considered mastered (Slocum & Tiger, 

2011). Forward chaining task analysis has been used to teach a broad array of skills to different 

populations. For example, forward chaining has taught Autistic people how to share (Dequinzo 

et al., 2008) to researchers teaching feminine hygiene skills to Autistic adolescent women in 

terms of correctly recognizing when to use, correctly put on, and dispose of a sanitary napkin 

(Veazey et al., 2015).  

 Backward chaining involves teaching each individual step in a task analysis from the last 

step to the first step. Each step must be mastered before the previous step is taught. As earlier 

steps are added the current step that is being taught must be completed correctly along with the 

previously taught steps in order to be considered correct. Each step must be mastered before the 
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next step is taught. With every new step that is mastered, the requirement for measuring 

“success” changes from completing only one step (e.g., H=correct), to multiple steps (e.g., H 

through F=correct) to eventually completing all of the steps (e.g., H through A=correct). Once all 

the steps are mastered and completed in order, the overall skill is then considered mastered. 

Backward chaining allows for reinforcement to always be provided after the last step in the task 

analysis is completed. (Slocum & Tiger, 2011). 

Backward chaining, much like forward chaining, has demonstrated positive results in 

research in numerous areas. For example, researchers have been able to teach individuals 

diagnosed with developmental disabilities how to eat independently (Rubio et al., 2017), 

alleviate food refusal and disruption during mealtimes (MacArthur et al., 1986), and how to 

drink independently from a cup (Hagopian et al., 1996). Backward chaining has also been 

effective in teaching Autistic adults to gain access to preferred internet sites (Jerome et al., 

2007).  

Total-task presentation is another form of forward chaining where all the steps are taught 

during every session. In this chaining method, the instructor would present the entire complex 

task (e.g. steps A-H) and would prompt any step in the sequence requiring assistance. Once the 

learner can complete all the steps in the chain independently and in order, the skill is considered 

mastered (Cooper et al., 2007, pg. 442).  

Like forward and backward chaining, total-task presentation is well represented in the 

research. Researchers have taught Autistic children to play games with peers (Arntzen et al., 

2003), desensitizing dental procedures for people diagnosed with developmental disabilities 

(Conyers et al., 2004), and personal hygiene after bowel movement for adults diagnosed with 

developmental disabilities (Stokes et al., 2004). Researchers have also successfully taught 
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adolescents diagnosed with developmental disabilities to use a public telephone (Test et al., 

1990)—while public telephones may be out of date in today’s society, 13 of the 17 task analyzed 

skills are still relevant today.  

Although forward, backward, and total-task chaining have all yielded successful results, 

the next logical question is which one of the three works best? Total-task presentation and 

backward chaining have been compared with individuals diagnosed with developmental 

disabilities serving as research participants and “independently making a snack” and total 

instructional time being the dependent variables. A meager superiority of total task presentation 

was evidenced (i.e., three out of eight individuals benefited more from total task presentation 

while two out of eight individuals benefited more from backward chaining and the remaining 

three individuals displaying similar results for both) with respect to independent making of a 

snack. However, instructional time was substantially less (i.e., 29% of the instructional time) for 

total-task presentation as opposed to backward chaining in all eight cases (Kayser et al., 1986). 

When looking at research on all three teaching methods from 1980-2001, there was no 

conclusive evidence one method was better than the others (Kazdin, 2001). In more recent 

research comparing forward versus backward chaining, students acquired tasks using both 

procedures and there was no preference between the two methods (Slocum & Tiger, 2011). Thus, 

there is no difference on which chaining method works best as all three methods display similar 

results. However, total task presentation may be preferred in the instances the student can 

perform many tasks in the chain independently but cannot perform them in the correct sequence, 

has a well-developed imitative repertoire (thus making it easier to imitate new steps being 

taught), and who require very substantial supports (Test et al., 1990). Test et al. further stated 

total-task presentation is the preferable approach when teaching in the natural environment 
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because behaviors are taught in a natural order. Although this research is almost 30 years old, it’s 

conclusion regarding using total task presentation with students who require very substantial 

supports is relevant to this study. 

There are many reasons why a particular method may be selected: instructor preference 

meaning they have had past success with one of the methods and feel more comfortable 

implementing one over the others and/or student learning history (Wilczynski et al., 2017b). 

Every individual learns differently based on their own histories of reinforcement. In the same 

way, instructors may choose one of the three chaining methods based upon their histories of 

reinforcement and punishment as well as continually analyzing data to determine which method 

is best for their student(s). Most of the chaining research is single-subject design and the 

literature does not give a definitive answer for which method is best overall. Luckily, all three 

methods have demonstrated favorable results.  

Steps for Implementation 

 When creating a task analysis prior to implementing a backward/forward chaining or a 

total task presentation intervention, there are ten considerations to ensure the process is 

complete, thorough, and appropriate for the individual student (see Appendix C). Each 

consideration will be described briefly: 

Identify the target skill 
 

In order to identify a target skill for school-aged individuals, an interventionist can look 

at the Individual Education Plan (IEP) goals and identify a skill the student needs to acquire. 

This skill will consist of a series of smaller steps that when performed correctly and in the right 

order will mean mastery criteria have been met. The skill being targeted should not be too simple 

or too complex. For example, if a student is not able to complete all the steps in a simple 
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morning routine (wash face, wash hands, put on deodorant, brush teeth, etc.) then completing a 

morning routine would be too complex. However, an interventionist would also not want to 

make the skill too simple, as in “turning on the water” for example. This skill is discrete and is 

only one step. An appropriate task analysis goal in this case may be to “put on deodorant” as it 

has multiple steps and a distinct beginning and end. 

Identify the prerequisite skills 

Prerequisite skills are those abilities needed to benefit from the proposed instruction. 

Thus, prerequisite skill identification involves assessing the extent to which the student has 

developed relevant skills that accurately predict the possibility of responding to intervention. For 

the deodorant example above, prerequisite skills might include asking the following questions: 

Can the student discriminate deodorant from other stimuli (e.g., similarly shaped soap that may 

also be in a toileting kit)? Can the student take the cap off the deodorant independently? Can the 

student lift his/her shirt up or take it off independently? If the student cannot do one of these 

steps independently, then that particular skill may need to be singled out and acquired. If this 

skill is not acquired, this has the potential to become a barrier in mastering the entire task.  

 Identify materials needed 

The next step is to identify the materials needed to complete the task. Depending on the 

task, more or fewer materials may be needed. Staying with the example of putting on deodorant, 

the only material needed would be the deodorant itself. However, depending on the types of 

prompts being used, there may be a need for a mirror (to see themselves with), another deodorant 

the interventionist uses for an imitation prompt, or an iPad if they are using a video model.  

Breakdown skill into components 
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This next step requires breaking down the complex skill into smaller units. One way to do 

this is for the interventionist to do the skill themselves or watch another person who has this 

mastered complete and then write down every step necessary to complete the overall task. (For 

example, an example task analysis see Appendix D) 

Confirm task is completely analyzed 

The next step would require the interventionist to ask a colleague who can easily follow 

these skills to complete all the steps as written to ensure all the steps needed to complete the task 

are accounted for. If the collegue cannot follow the TA because something is forgotten or out of 

order, the task analysis should be amended. If the colleague is able to complete the task analysis 

as written, the task analysis is complete and ready to use. 

Identify which chaining method to use 

The next step is to identify which chaining method to use. This can be done by matching 

what learning history the student has had with chaining (if chaining has been used before) and/or 

by taking baseline data with the student. By looking at which steps they can perform 

independently and which steps they need prompts with there may be a pattern suggesting starting 

with backward or forward chaining may be preferable. If the student can perform most of the 

task independently but out of sequence then a total-task presentation may be the best choice 

(Test et al., 1990). 

Identify what types of prompts will be used 

There are many types of prompts that can be used when teaching a task. These can 

include gestural, imitation, partial physical, full physical, verbal, and positional (Cengher et al., 

2017). Another type of imitation prompt that can be considered is video modeling. This would 

occur by using a video of someone completing all the steps in the task analysis and the learner 
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would follow the steps in the video. When selecting what prompts to use, the interventionist 

must take into consideration how they will fade these prompts so the learner can complete the 

skill independently. 

How will data be collected by the interventionist 

After the steps of the task analysis have been determined, the interventionist will then 

create a data sheet so data can be collected either on a daily basis or a trial-by-trial basis. Once 

this has been established, the interventionist will then decide how to take data on each individual 

step on the task analysis. One way could be to take data in a binary way, such as marking a “+” 

or a “Y” for independent responses and a “-“ or a “N” for prompted responses. However, this 

way is not desirable as it does not illustrate progress through prompt levels for each step. The 

better way to collect data would be to write down the prompt level for each step on the data 

sheet. This will allow the interventionist to track and analyze progress.  

Implementation of the intervention 

The next step is to implement the task analysis with the student. This would entail 

teaching the student how to do each skill on the task analysis, taking data, and providing 

reinforcement when appropriate, and providing multiple opportunities to learn the task. 

Monitor Progress/Make changes as needed 

The last step in successfully implementing a task analysis is to analyze the data daily, 

make decisions with the data, and make changes as needed based upon the data. For the 

deodorant example, the interventionist may notice the student prefers to apply deodorant to his 

right arm before his left arm. This would be a time to change the order of the task analysis 

instead of attempting to teach the student to do it as written. It will also be important to monitor 

the prompt levels and make sure progress is being made in terms of most-to-least prompting. 
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This is also when the interventionist would perform fidelity checks to make sure everyone who is 

working on this task with the student is doing it correctly. 

 By following this list and ensuring each step is done properly, the interventionist should 

have an easier time teaching the learner to complete the task to independence. More importantly, 

the learner will have a new skill in their repertoire that will hopefully lead to more skills going 

forward (McWillaims et al., 1990). 

Limitations 

 Using task analysis paired with ABA principles to teach new skills has been a common 

practice in the field of ABA and education for a long time. Dating back to the 1960’s, the use of 

task analysis has emerged to be one of the most fundamental methods used for people with 

individuals who require very substantial supports (Haring et al., 1987). However, task analysis 

does have its limitations. As previously discussed, different chaining methods have all 

demonstrated favorable results, there is no clear method for picking one over the other for the 

masses. Although a seasoned interventionist or behavior analyst may be able to decide which 

chaining method to use, someone who is not as experienced may experience difficulty selecting a 

method and may require additional training (Foran-Conn et al., 2021).  

 Another limitation of using task analysis is knowing when to prompt and when/how to 

fade prompts. When an educator provides prompts for too long, the student may become prompt 

dependent (i.e., waiting to complete the task until someone else initiates the behavior). Without 

the interventionist receiving proper training on how to fade prompts, the student’s progress will 

be limited to the strength of their educator’s own skill repertoire (Fryling et al., 2012).  

 An educator’s skill in determining how quickly to fade a prompt is likely to be limited as 

a result of inadequate skills in analyzing data and making data-informed adjustments. Without 
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deliberate training on how to develop a task analysis and accurately execute all teaching 

practices with precision (e.g., prompting, fading, and analyzing data to make ongoing decisions 

about how to teach specific skills), the interventionist is ill-equipped to efficiently and effectively 

teach their learners how to perform a complex skill using a task analysis and chaining/total task 

presentation. 

Prompting 

 Prompts are stimuli that are presented to an incorrect response (or non-response) in order 

to evoke a particular behavior that is not presently occurring and increase the likelihood students 

will emit the desired response (Dietz & Malone, 1985). Prompts are also used as a support to 

assist the use of a specific skill (Neitzel & Worley, 2009). Using prompts maybe be necessary to 

evoke the target behavior so it can be reinforced, thus eventually becoming part of the student’s 

repertoire. Prompting is an essential technique used by interventionists to teach new skills. 

There are numerous types of prompts an interventionist can use. These can include 

gestural, imitation, partial physical, full physical, verbal, positional, and many others (Cengher et 

al., 2017). Appendix E identifies commonly used prompts and provides examples of how each 

prompt can be used to teach the skill of teeth brushing.  

Types of prompt are divided into two categories: Stimulus-prompting and response-

prompting. Response prompts add supplementary stimuli to ensure correct responding (Cengher 

et al., 2017) while stimulus prompts involve manipulation of the antecedent stimuli to evoke 

correct responding. The key difference between the two is response prompts are reactive whereas 

stimulus prompts are proactive (Lorah et al., 2014).  

Prompt Fading 
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Stimulus control is the when stimuli (these can be covert or overt) control how living 

organisms respond to their environment (Sidman, 2008). When teaching new skills, we always 

want to be aware of the controlling variable. Why does the learner respond the way they do?  For 

example, when an educator hands a learner a used candy wrapper and asks them to put it in the 

trash can and they do so, what controlled that response? Was it the educator’s verbal command 

that controlled the behavior? Or was it the candy wrapper being put in the learner’s hand that 

evoked that response? If the latter of the two is the case, then the command of “put this in the 

trash can” or “throw this away” have no meaning, the candy wrapper controls the response (and 

a history of reinforcement when this behavior occurs). However, if the candy wrapper was sitting 

on a table with other items and the instructor tells the student to throw away the candy wrapper 

and the student makes a discrimination by picking up the candy wrapper and throwing it in the 

trash, there would be stimulus control with the verbal command. Without an understanding of 

stimulus control, the educator runs the risk of thinking and reporting their learner has mastered 

certain skills that in all likelihood, the learner has mastered the skill under false pretenses. 

Prompt(s) must be faded so the learner can perform the skill independently. At some 

point, the stimulus control must shift from being dependent on the prompt to being dependent on 

the natural stimulus. This occurs when prompts are faded until correct responding occurs under 

the appropriate stimulus control (Dietz & Malone, 1985). When prompts are not faded, learners 

may become prompt dependent and be unable to perform the skill independently.  

A systematic review of prompt-fading research has been conducted to examine the 

effectiveness of different prompt-fading procedures. The types of response prompts compared in 

research were: most-to-least prompting, least-to-most prompting, graduated guidance, 

progressive/gradual time delay, constant time delay, and simultaneous prompting; stimulus 
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prompt research discussed stimulus fading and stimulus shaping (Cengher et al., 2017). After 

evaluating 45 articles from 1973-2014, it was found most prompt-fading procedures were 

effective in teaching new skills.  

When teaching a task analysis and using a chaining procedure, many articles use one of 

three fading procedures: Most-to-least prompting, graduated guidance, and least-to-most 

prompting (see Appendix F). Most-to-least (MTL) prompting is an errorless teaching technique 

that begins by using the strongest available prompt to ensure a correct response. Prompts are 

gradually faded as the student begins to respond independently. The skill is deemed mastered 

once the student can emit the correct response with no prompts. (Tekin & Kircaali-Iftar, 2001). 

MTL begins with assisting the student by providing a more intrusive prompt to evoke correct 

responses and progressively decreasing and removing prompts. These prompts are presented in a 

hierarchical order from prompts that necessitate the most control over the student’s body to 

prompts requiring the least control. Teaching continues with the next least-invasive prompt until 

the student can complete the task independently (Iscan et al., 2016). Several studies use MTL 

prompting to teach individuals diagnosed with disabilities how to complete various skills. For 

example, researchers have used MTL prompting to teach safe pedestrian skills (Batu et al., 

2004), how to use an augmentative communication device to teach individuals how to make 

requests (King et al., 2015), teaching athletic group play to Autistic individuals (Miltenberger & 

Charlop, 2014), and teaching adults diagnosed with intellectual disabilities how to exercise (Kurt 

& Cuhadar, 2018). MTL prompting has firmly established its effectiveness over the course of 

many studies across a variety of demographics and skills. 

 Least-to-most (LTM) prompting is a prompting procedure designed to begin by teaching 

with a natural cue and continue with the delivery of methodically more intrusive prompts until 
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the target skill is demonstrated. Succeeding prompts are provided in an order from the least to 

the most amount of support required until the target skill is completed accurately (Ault & Griffin, 

2013). LTM prompting has been an effective intervention for teaching Autistic individuals in 

numerous studies. LTM prompting has been effective in teaching Autistic individuals to use an 

augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) system to help meet their needs (Son et al., 

2006) and teaching multisymbol message production using AAC (Finke et al., 2017). LTM 

prompting has also been used to teach individuals diagnosed with special needs to play board 

games correctly (Davis-Temple et al., 2014), teaching students diagnosed with mild cognitive 

disabilities to seek help when lost in the community using cell phones (Taber et al., 2003), 

training Autistic students to engage in independent responding in inclusive educational settings 

(Toelken & Miltenberger, 2012), and training to adult support staff to implement a LTM 

prompting procedure to help increase the independence of Autistic adults in the community 

(Lattimore et al., 2009). LTM prompting, like MTL prompting, is an effective strategy used to 

teach people diagnosed with various disabilities numerous different skill sets. 

 Graduated guidance is a response-prompting procedure that includes providing physical 

prompts only as necessary, using the student as the indicator for when and how to prompt 

(Wolery & Gast, 1984). Graduated guidance combines physical prompting and fading. Over 

time, the intensity of the physical prompt is reduced until the student performs the task 

independently (Mayer et al., 2014). Like MTL and LTM prompting strategies, graduated 

guidance has been effective in numerous studies. From training parents to teach their children 

diagnosed with developmental disabilities yoga (Gruber & Poulson, 2015), to teaching young 

adults how to do laundry (Thompson et al., 1982), to training Autistic adolescents to seek out 

help and describe what help is needed when doing vocational tasks (Dotto-Fojut et al., 2011). 
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These examples illustrate the effectiveness of using graduated guidance to teach a new skill. 

However, because only physical prompts are used during graduated guidance, it limits how many 

interventions it can be used with. 

Limitations 

 While there is a plethora of research in the field of ABA in terms of prompts and prompt 

fading, there is little to no research articulating how to fade prompts systematically. There is a 

level of analysis required on when and how to fade prompts, but this is not laid out in the 

research; instead this knowledge may be assumed. Many studies have defined different prompt 

levels and even delivered a prompt hierarchy, but no research articulates exactly when and how 

to fade prompts. It is difficult for parents and professionals to ascertain how to fade prompts 

without this level of precise instruction. This level of instruction should not be inclusive to the 

graduate-level classroom or to schools and centers who specialize in ABA; it should be an easy 

to find resource for the masses. 

Vocational Skills 

  A vocational education is an approach designed to ensure the acquisition of skills, 

attitudes, and behaviors empowering students to continue to learn and prepare them for the 

workplace (Al-Sa’aideh, 2008). Vocational skills are practical skills one has that helps them 

master and be successful in their work environment. There are many examples of vocational 

skills, and these examples are different based on what job or career one has. Some overarching 

examples include job readiness, social communication skills, the ability to follow a schedule, 

safety skills, and task completion. However, some Autistic individuals have limited 

communication skills but can perform many job tasks. Communication skills are not a 

prerequisite to obtain a job, they certainly are a beneficial skill for one to have; without them 
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competitive employment can be difficult (Hurlbutt & Chalmers, 2004). Jobs at all levels (e.g., 

entry level position through highly skill and credentialed professional) are typically expected to 

perform vocational skills, irrespective of whether or not they are explicitly described in their job 

performance. Vocational skills must often be taught to someone diagnosed with Autism because 

these tasks may not be so easy to identify and perform.  

Most of the research on Autism and employment mainly includes Autistic individuals 

who are regarded as requiring less supports and characterized by qualitative impairments in 

social awareness and non-verbal communication, along repetitive and stereotypic behaviors 

(Noterdaeme et al., 2010) as participants. Although Autism is a spectrum disorder, the majority 

research on Autism and employment represents a small percentage of the Autistic population and 

effectively ignores Autistic people and comorbid intellectual disabilities (ID). Services like 

supported employment—competitive work in integrated work settings for individuals diagnosed 

with significant disabilities for whom traditional competitive employment has not occurred or 

has been interrupted as a result of a significant disability (Bond, 2004) and vocational 

rehabilitation—services designed to assist people diagnosed with disabilities entering the 

competitive workforce (Escorpizo et al., 2011) are programs that can be difficult for some 

Autistic individuals to get access to as they have been labeled “too disabled” (Cimera & Cowan, 

2009). One of the reasons Autistic individuals fail to acquire employment is they do not have the 

necessary prerequisite skills to be successful at a job and/or do not gain the access to the supports 

while in school to be successfully employable. 

There has historically been a paucity of research on Autism and vocational skills. An 

analysis of articles published from 2010-2015 suggested the primary purpose of intervention on 

vocational training have focused on increasing performance on job tasks. Vocational skills were 
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addressed in only four of the reviewed studies and three of these studies focused solely on 

interviewing skills (Seaman & Cannella-Malone, 2016). However, it is noteworthy research 

targeting vocational skills has begun to emerge in recent years (Bennett & Dukes, 2013). A 

recent meta-analysis of vocational training for Autistic individuals has increased in recent years. 

Over 50% of vocational training research for Autistic individuals has taken place in the past five 

years (Campanaro et al., 2021). However, this research did not indicate the support level required 

for each study; instead it only listed the diagnosis.  

Many studies have focused on teaching vocational skills to Autistic individuals. By 

learning vocational skills, Autistic people (along with other disabilities) gain access to more 

opportunities for jobs they will potentially enjoy. Some examples include the use of video-

modeling using an iPad to teach sorting mail (Alexander et al., 2013), teaching Autistic young 

adults to perform in air-inflated mascots using video-modeling (Allen et al., 2010), and teaching 

Autistic students using instruction methods to increase employment options (Burke et al., 2010). 

Further research in vocational skills for Autistic people and other developmental disabilities 

could lead to new resources for interventionists. 

There is an abundance of functional and vocational curriculum available to Autistic 

students and other developmental disabilities, however, there is lacking empirical research on 

such curricula. There has been a call for more research in this area (Bouck, 2013); however, the 

literature is still sparse. Many special education interventionists in secondary education rely on 

curriculum and materials not because of the empirical research supporting them, but rather the 

functionality of the content of these curricula for their students. Although there are many 

curricula to choose for students who require very substantial supports, one curriculum many 

interventionists have begun turning to in recent years is the “Essential for Living.” 
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Essential for Living (EFL) is a curriculum focused on people of all ages with who require 

substantial to very substantial support. This includes a wide range of disabilities but is especially 

useful for students with limited or no communication abilities, minimal daily living skills, and 

who engage in frequent and/or severe problem behavior. Students who require extensive 

supports and require 1:1 supervision are prime candidates for the EFL. However, the EFL is also 

a beneficial tool to use for students who have feeding issues, are visually impaired, hearing 

impaired, and non-ambulatory just to name a few. The targets included in the EFL are necessary 

for safe, effective, and high-quality participation in family, school, workplace, and community 

living (EFL, 2012). 

The EFL is a unique curriculum for multiple reasons. A key aspect and strength of the 

EFL is that it is not a developmental curriculum, but rather functional curriculum. The purpose 

of the EFL is not to “catch up” students; its purpose is to help professionals assess and teach 

functional skills to students so they can have a meaningful life that allows them more access and 

the ability to participate in their community.  

Another unique aspect of the EFL is its data collection system. Unlike many assessments 

that use a binary or an overall metric to assess scores, the EFL measures skills by looking at the 

prompt level needed, whether or not the critical outcome has occurred, the extent to which the 

critical outcome has generalized across settings and people, whether or not the student can 

complete the skill without engaging in maladaptive behaviors, how well the student can tolerate 

prompts, and additional configurations of scoring factors. Thus, it is not an “all or nothing” 

scoring system; the EFL allows the interventionist to assess an individual skill, teach it, and be 

able to report exactly what the learner can do and what level of support(s) they may need on each 

skill. 
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What sets the EFL apart from other assessments is the focus on a student as a 

“meaningful participant.” A meaningful participant is someone who may not be able to 

independently complete some skills, but can do so interdependently with effective teaching. For 

example, a learner who cannot independently put on deodorant by themselves but can lift up 

their arm on command (or even recognize the interventionist is holding the deodorant in the 

bathroom) so the interventionist can apply the deodorant would be a meaningful participant. By 

teaching someone to be a meaningful participant allows the learner to have more control, and 

more dignity, in their daily lives.  

Limitations 

 Some of the limitations of vocational skills research have already been addressed, but the 

key limitation is there is not enough research on vocational skill training and adolescent and 

adult Autistic individuals. From the 1970s to the 1990s, there was more research in these areas as 

well as more literature focusing on learners who required very substantial supports, the research 

in these areas appears to have halted in the late 1990s. The ultimate shift in the literature has 

much to do with the increased focus on early-intervention training with Autistic children. When 

this shift occurred, the research with Autistic adolescents and adults began to languish. For 

example, a 2012 study reviewed 150 articles focusing on intervention with Autistic individuals. 

Of those 150 articles, 63% of those studies focused on children between the ages of 2-8, and less 

than 2% of those studies were conducted with individuals 20 years old and over (Seaman & 

Cannela-Malone, 2016). The lack of research in this demographic has made it difficult for 

interventionists to select interventions for their students because there is limited base for them to 

select from. 

Treatment Fidelity 
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 The field of applied behavior analysis has always rested on the fundamental principle that 

the empirical demonstration of measurable changes in behavior must be related to systematic and 

controlled alteration of the environment. Therefore, observed changes in the dependent variable 

(behavior) must be attributed to changes in the independent variable (some environmental event) 

in order to establish a functional relationship. Without this empirical demonstration 

(measurement of the independent variable), a true science of human behavior is an impossibility 

(Skinner, 1953).  

The degree to which an independent variable is implemented as intended is known as 

treatment fidelity (Gresham et al., 1993). Stated differently, treatment fidelity refers to the extent 

to which a treatment is implemented as designed and is concerned with the accuracy and 

consistency with which interventions are implemented (Peterson et al., 1982). Without assessing 

treatment fidelity, it is impossible to correctly conclude whether or not an intervention is 

effective (Shadish et al., 2003). Devoid of objective and documented specification of an 

independent variable as well accurate independent variable application, definitive conclusions 

regarding the relation between an independent variable are compromised. Essentially, there are 

four possible outcomes, varying from relatively innocuous to very damaging (Appendix H for 

further discussion). 

Researchers or practitioners who collect treatment fidelity data are able to give 

performance feedback to the person(s) implementing the treatment. Performance feedback has 

produced improvements with intervention implementation levels up to 100% accuracy despite 

the baseline treatment fidelity being very low (i.e., 58%; Codding et al., 2005). Treatment 

fidelity can be improved with performance feedback even when a complex multi-component 
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treatment protocol is involved and when settings lack the highest possible experimental control 

(Codding et al., 2008). 

The fidelity of intervention implementation by interventionists may be affected by 

reinforcement contingencies (Gillat & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1994). In fact, negative reinforcement has 

been used to result in 100% correct intervention implementation (Ward et al., 1998). Although 

not the ideal reason to improve accuracy, an effective avoidance contingency that motivated 

interventionists to exhibit appropriate teaching behaviors by allowing them to avoid meeting 

with the consultant has improved treatment fidelity ratings (Martens et al., 1997). When applying 

behavioral contingencies to interventionists, however, behavior analysts must plan for 

progressive thinning of performance feedback and reinforcement schedules (DiGennaro et al., 

2007). This will allow for the behavior analyst to fade their services as interventionists meet 

competencies and can provide the intervention without supervision. 

Treatment integrity is an important piece of any research study and is vital in applied 

settings and in the natural environment. Examples of research in applied and natural settings 

include training parents how to deal with challenging behaviors and teach replacement behaviors 

(Nuta et al., 2021), and training parents to provide nurturing care environments by teaching how 

to imitate infant vocalizations (Shea et al., 2020) 

Limitations 

When research is conducted, interventions are likely to be implemented with near-perfect 

fidelity, but in applied settings this is not always the case (Wilder et al., 2006). If the treatments 

which are identified as effective in research are not carried out with fidelity in the applied setting 

then the reason research is being completed is all for naught. A survey of school psychologists 

indicated while 98% of respondents believed treatment fidelity assessment was important when 
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developing and evaluating interventions, few practitioners routinely measure treatment fidelity in 

their consultations (11%) or problem-solving team (2%) cases (Cochrane & Laux, 2008). 

Treatment fidelity assessment remains one of the more difficult challenges of school-based 

consultation research and practice (Noell et al., 2005). In order to combat this challenge, more 

time allotted for ongoing training and feedback could alleviate this problem. Given school 

psychologists and other school professionals are often trained in treatment fidelity and 

careproviders are not, the likelihood treatment fidelity is problematic when careproviders 

implement interventions in the home is very high. 

 In the past, several reviews of the literature suggest the measurement of treatment fidelity 

is uncommon. In 2006, researchers reviewed 60 articles looking for the presence of operationally 

defined procedures and measures of procedural fidelity. Of those 60 articles, only 11 (18%) 

operationally defined and assessed treatment fidelity (Wheeler et al., 2006). Articles from two 

leading journals in the field of emotional and behavior disorders found only 49% of the articles 

monitored or reported treatment fidelity data (Wheeler et al., 2012). When treatment fidelity data 

are not collected, researchers and practitioners cannot conclude the independent variable was 

implemented as proposed (Kennedy, 2005). Without collecting treatment fidelity data, it is 

difficult to make conclusions regarding intervention results (McIntyre et al., 2007). Over the 

course of the past ten years, however, many academic journals, government agencies, the APA, 

and other agencies now require the use of treatment fidelity data be captured. Increased demands 

in recent years for accountability in the education system (for example Individuals with 

Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 and No Child Left Behind of 2001) have 

increased pressure on educators to use evidence-based practices (Walker, 2004). The No Child 

Left Behind Act (U.S. Department of Education, 2002) and Individuals with Disabilities 
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Improvement Act (2004), states educators will be accountable for their practices. Task forces 

within the American Psychological Association (APA) on evidence-based treatments such as 

Division 16 (school psychology), 53 (clinical/adolescent), and 54 (pediatric) have called for the 

assessment and monitoring of treatment fidelity. Additionally, researchers who submit single-

case experimental design grant applications to the U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of 

Education Services (IES) now must describe “how treatment fidelity will be measured, 

frequency of assessments, and what degree of variation in treatment fidelity will be accepted 

over the course of the study” (IES, 2006, p. 50). As a result, there has been a recent push for 

evidence-based practices in academic settings as well as demonstrations of accurate plan 

implementation over time (McIntyre et al., 2007). To ensure accurate implementation, capturing 

treatment fidelity during the treatment would be beneficial.  

Summary 

 The literature clearly states the use of BST, prompting, and task analysis are effective, 

efficient, and preferred strategies to teach Autistic individuals. Although there are many articles 

focusing on these strategies all over the spectrum, there is a need using these strategies for 

Autistic people who require very substantial support. In order to achieve this, interventionists 

need to be taught strategies that are empirically validated so they can effectively teach these 

populations. For instance, while research has demonstrated prompts and prompt fading are 

effective strategies, it has not provided instruction on how and when to fade prompts. More so, 

there is a substantial need to teach students who require very substantial support vocational skills 

so they too can have a place in their community. As scientists, academics, and interventionists, 

the first step we take when we see a problem is to examine the existing literature. When the 
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literature is sparse in these areas, the next step is to advocate for this research to be commenced. 

Bringing all of these aspects together is the next logical progression in the research.  
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Chapter III 

Methods 

This study included yoked parent-learner participants. Learners were transition-aged 

Autistic youth who met inclusion criterion and whose parents consented to participate in the 

study. Learners also provided consent or assent. Data were collected on each of these participants 

as these data represented the dependent variable in this study. Vocational skills targeted for 

increase were identified as relevant by school professionals; however, parent-learner dyads were 

selected due to unexpected or inconsistent availability of school professionals as a result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Throughout the United States during the COVID-19 pandemic, students 

received at least some of their educational supports from people with whom they lived (e.g., 

parents or other care providers). 

Inclusion Criteria 

Three students in either a Life Skills or Functional Academic Classroom (FAC) or an 18 

Plus program (see description of programs below) served as participants. Inclusion criteria also 

included a diagnosis of Autism or the verification of Autism as a reason for special education 

services. In addition, participants had to have a significant cognitive disability identified, as 

defined by the state of Texas. In Texas, a student with a significant cognitive disability is defined 

as a student who: (a) “exhibits significant intellectual and adaptive behavior deficits in their 

ability to plan, comprehend, and reason, and ALSO indicates behavior deficits that limit their 

ability to apply social and practical skills such as personal care, social problem-solving skills, 

dressing, eating, using money, and other skills across life domains;” (b) “is NOT identified based 

on English learner designation or solely on the basis of previous low academic achievement or 

the need for accommodations;” and (c)  “requires extensive, direct, individualized instruction, as 
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well as a need for substantial supports that are neither temporary nor specific to a particular 

content area.” (TEA, 2019). 

 The Life Skills or FAC is a self-contained instructional model providing special 

education and related services to students who require very substantial supports. Students in a 

Life Skills or FAC class have an Individual Education Plan (IEP) based on their academic, 

cognitive, and social skills needs. Instruction is provided in both individual and small group 

formats and across school and community settings. An 18 Plus program is for special education 

students who have met their high school academic requirements but still need to develop skills to 

transition to independent living and employment. 

To be included in this study, each learner participant also met the following criteria: ages 

14-22 years, qualified for Texas STAAR Alternative 2 (STAAR Alt 2) testing, or who have 

completed all the necessary credits for graduation but qualified for STAAR Alt 2 while in high 

school (for students in the 18 Plus program), the primary curriculum being used with student was 

the Essential for Living (EFL), and the student could not independently complete more than two 

of the 16 skills from the EFL section Daily Living Skills: Cleaning (Appendix I), complete more 

than four of the 38 skills from Daily Living Skills: Vocational (Appendix J), and complete no 

more than two of the 14 skills from Daily Living Skills: Laundry (Appendix K). These skills 

were selected as they are examples of skills people must have within their repertoire to be 

successful in a work environment in which people diagnosed with significant cognitive 

disabilities are likely to be employed. All work environments have a cleaning and laundry aspect 

to them; however these skills are not usually listed on a job description as they are assumed 

functions of any job. 
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The inclusionary criterion of age was selected because one of the purposes of this study 

was to teach Autistic individuals who require very substantial support to independently complete 

functional vocational skills. Like many states, a transition Annual Review and Dismissal (ARD) 

meeting is required for the caregivers of the student, school personnel, and any other 

stakeholders (including the student themselves if they are able) once a student turns 13 in Texas. 

The purpose of the ARD meeting is to discuss the upcoming transition from middle school to 

high school. The student’s “life after high school” is discussed in terms of living arrangements, 

skills needed for independent daily living, and potential jobs/careers. Planning ensures the 

student gets access to the delivery of teaching and training required to produce the maximum 

level of independence after high school.  

The criterion of STAAR Alt 2 was selected because this is the state assessment all 

students who receive special education services for “significant cognitive disability” as defined 

by the state of Texas. According to the Texas Education Agency, STAAR Alternate 2 is an 

assessment based on alternate academic standards and is designed for students with the most 

significant cognitive disabilities receiving special education services.” STAAR Alternate 2 meets 

federal requirements of both the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and the 

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). STAAR Alternate 2 is administered to all 

eligible students who receive special education services. 

Essential for Living (EFL) was selected as the tool from which to select targets because 

this curriculum focuses on people of all age groups who require substantial to very substantial 

support; however it is especially useful for students with limited or no communication abilities, 

minimal daily living skills, and who engage in frequent and/or severe problem behavior 

(McGreevy et al., 2014). Students who require extensive supports and require 1:1 supervision are 
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prime candidates for the EFL. However, the EFL is also a beneficial tool to use for students who 

have feeding issues, are visually impaired, hearing impaired, and non-ambulatory just to name a 

few. The targets included in the EFL are necessary for safe, effective, and high-quality 

participation in family, school, workplace, and community living. 

One of the purposes of this research was to teach Autistic learners who require very 

substantial support how to complete vocational skills as independently as is feasible (i.e., not all 

Autistic learners who require very substantial support should be expected to independently 

complete every skill independently; they may still require assistance). By using the EFL as the 

curriculum from which to select target skills, not only do the data illustrate what percentage of 

steps each learner can perform independently, but it also illustrates exactly how much they have 

learned and where they still require assistance for students who do not ‘master’ the skill.  

Recruitment 

 The researcher had existing consultative relationships with interventionists and behavior 

specialists in the school and sought assistance from these high school functional living skills 

classroom teachers and behavior specialists to recruit participants. The researcher first discussed 

the importance of ensuring parents did not feel any pressure to participate in the proposed 

research . The behavior specialist then identified parent and student pairs who could benefit from 

the intervention. Next, the behavior specialist discussed the study with parents who might be a 

good fit for the study and asked about their interest in participating in the study. The behavior 

specialist provided parents information regarding the study and consent forms (for both the 

learner and the parent) so each dyad could decide if they wanted to participate in this study (See 

Appendix J and L). The signed consent forms were turned in to the behavior specialist or 

classroom teacher, who then forwarded them to researcher. The parents were given the 
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researcher’s contact information so he could meet with them via phone and/or video conference 

(ZOOM) to complete the consent process and/or to answer any questions participants might 

have. In addition, parents were asked to provide legal documentation that they were their adult 

child’s legal guardian when the learner participant was 18 years of age or older. The researcher 

distributed a questionnaire to the parents to collect information regarding sex, ethnicity, level of 

education, and amount of previous training received in the area of ABA (Appendix K and M).  

Participants 

Dyad 1  

The parent participant (Svetlana) in Dyad 1 was a white 60-year-old mother of one (the 

learner participant). Svetlana held a master’s degree in engineering and was an engineer by trade. 

Over the course of her son’s lifetime, she received more than 20 hours of ABA training from 

application of behavior principles to behavior change. The learner participant (Mark) is a White 

22-year-old male who was diagnosed with Autism and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. Mark

received ABA services for 18 years and was enrolled in the 18-plus program at his high school. 

Mark communicates using one-word utterences; however, only familiar people can understand 

what he is saying. He requires very substantial supports and will always require supervision.  

Dyad 2 

The parent participant (Lori) in Dyad 2 was a white 48-year-old mother of two. Lori held 

a bachelor’s degree and worked a full-time job. Lori has received no formal ABA training. The 

learner participant (Kelby) is a White 16-year-old male who has been diagnosed with Autism and 

a Speech and Language Impairment. Kelby received ABA services for 11 years (from 2-13 years 

of age) and was a sophomore in high school at the time the study was conducted. Kelby can 
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request and label many items; however, much of his language is rote, he requires very substantial 

supports, and will always require supervision. 

Dyad 3 

 The parent participant (Jane) in Dyad 3 was a Hispanic 56-year-old mother of two. Jane 

completed 2-years of college and is retired from the US military. Over the course of her son’s 

lifetime, Jane has had over 20 hours of ABA training from application of behavior principles to 

behavior change. The learner participant (John) is a Hispanic/White 22-year-old who has been 

diagnosed with Autism and an Intellectual Disability. John has received ABA services for 14 

years and was enrolled in the 18-plus program at his high school. John communicates using one- 

to two-word utterences, requires very substantial supports, and will always require supervision. 

Setting 

All of the participants (parents and learners) live in the Southwestern United States in the 

state of Texas. The study protocol was conducted in the parent/learner’s homes. 

Instrument 

There were two instruments used for this study: task analysis data sheets uniquely 

developed for each skill being taught for each learner and a Treatment Integrity Checklist (TIC) 

used to collect data on parent participant’s performance. 

A TIC was used to score the percentage of intervention steps performed correctly by the 

parent participant. This checklist included determining if the parent participant: (a) prepared all 

required materials for the learner activity, (b) established a reinforcer and/or completed a quick, 

informal preference assessment with the learner, (c) asked the learner if they were ready to work, 

(d) presented the demand correctly, (e) used the appropriate level of prompt based on the 

previous day’s data, (f) delivered a reinforcer after the learner completed the task, and (g) 
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correctly recorded learner data. A second indicator of the TIC was to measure four critical 

intervention items that were considered most crucial for accurate implementation of the 

intervention. For example, although correctly recording the learner data is an item important 

enough to be included on the full TIC because accurate learner data guide decision-making, it is 

not essential to correctly implement the intervention for the targeted vocational skill. The four 

items were: (a) materials were prepared for the activity, (b) established a reinforcer, (c) delivered 

the correct demand, and (d) reinforced the learner after they completed their task) and were used 

to calculate treatment integrity in a very focused way. Mastery criteria for the interventionist was 

100% of critical items and 80% total TIC performance for 5 consecutive sessions. If the parent 

did not have the materials ready before beginning the intervention, the student could not 

complete the task. By establishing a reinforcer, parents were responsive to temporary changes in 

stimuli that would motivate their child to complete the task. If the item or activity the parent used 

to motivate active engagement in learning had no current value to the student, this would be 

expected to inhibit the student’s performance when completing the vocational task. Providing the 

correct instruction was critical because if the parent gave an incorrect instruction, this could 

confuse the student during not only the current session but subsequent sessions as well. Lastly, in 

the case a parent did not provide reinforcement after their child completed the task it could 

impede future student performance as  reinforcement increases the likelihood of the student 

completing the task correctly in future occurrences. Reinforcement immediately after the task 

also pairs the task (a neutral or negative stimulus) with a positive stimulus (the reinforcement) 

thus having the potential of making the task become a reinforcer itself.  

 Measurement of critical items has a history in research, especially in the medical field 

(Ma et al., 2020; Patrick et al., 2020; Sidi et al., 2014) because failure to perform critical items 
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can result in difference between life and death. For Dyads 1 and 3, there were 23 items on the 

parent data sheet and a parent could miss all the critical items and still pass the 80% threshold for 

mastery criteria using the total TIC.  

The instrument used for learner progress was a task analysis data sheet for a uniquely 

targeted vocational skill. The task analysis data sheet included: (a) the steps necessary to 

complete the skill presented in the order in which the subcomponent of the task should be 

performed, (b) a key for each prompt level (hand-over-hand, partial physical, model,  gestural, 

independent), and (c) the percentage of steps performed by the learner independently calculated 

by the researcher. 

A minimum of three data points were collected for each participant in the baseline and 

follow-up phase of the study and at least 5 data points during the intervention phase of the study. 

Data for the parent and learner’s performance was graphically displayed on separate line graphs. 

On the parent participant’s treatment fidelity graphs there are two data paths; one path displaying 

overall TIC data and the second path displaying critical items from the TIC data. The X-axis on 

all graphs were labeled “Sessions”  while the Y-axis on all graphs were labeled  “percentage of 

steps completed correctly.”  

The researcher scored one the following on each of the TIC’s for the interventionist: “Y” 

for yes, “N” for no, and “N/A” for not applicable. A “Yes” score meant the interventionist 

completed the step correctly and/or they corrected themselves before making a mistake; a “No” 

score meant the interventionist did not complete the step correctly, skipped the step, or omitted 

the step. The researcher then divided the number of “Y” responses by the number of total 

responses (Y+N) and wrote the percentage on the data sheet for the overall TIC and the critical 

items. This score represented the percentage of TIC steps and the critical items completed 
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correctly by the parent participant. A line graph was made for each interventionist that illustrated 

their TIC data by recording the percentage of steps completed correctly. The researcher shared 

the data collected on the interventionist’s performance with them by phone call twice a week. 

During this call the researcher provided corrective feedback to the interventionist and reinforced 

them when appropriate.  

For learners, daily task analysis data were collected by the parent participant during 

intervention. The parent participant  provided data by marking on the data sheet for the prompt 

level they delivered: “F” for full physical, “P” for partial physical,  “M” for model, and “G” for 

gestural. When the learner completed a step of the task analysis independently, the 

interventionist marked an “I” on the data sheet. A line graph made for each learner illustrated 

their task analysis data by recording the percent of steps completed independently. 

Dependent Variable 

There were four dependent variables in this study. The first three dependent variables 

were measures of parent performance. These included overall parent treatment integrity scores, 

parent treatment integrity scores of critical items, and correct attempts of fading a prompt. The 

last dependent variable measured was student performance. This was measured by observing the 

percentage of independent steps completed per session. Each dependent variable is described in 

greater detail in the context research phases below) 

Data Collection 

Once all consent forms were collected (either picked up in-person by the researcher or 

research assistant) the researcher met with all the parent participants individually to review any 

questions they had. The researcher instructed the parents to begin recording their instruction to 

their child regarding the targeted vocational skill using materials the researcher provided. The 
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researcher instructed each parent to teach the skill using whatever method they would normally 

use and then upload the video to Box.com. The parent participants recorded and uploaded videos 

of themselves teaching their child the assigned vocational task during baseline, treatment, and 

follow-up phases to Box.com (Box.com is FERPA compliant). The researcher and research 

assistant watched the videos and collected inter-observer agreement (IOA) data. These videos 

also served as a tool for the researcher to present feedback to the parent participants via phone 

call or Zoom.com based on parent preference for modality of feedback delivery. The parents 

were told they did not have to actively collect data during the baseline phase of the study as data 

collection involved the TIC and would likely alter their “teaching as usual” strategies; however, 

they were told to record data using the TIC in the treatment and follow-up phases of the study. 

Before data collection began, the research assistant, who was a behavior specialist for the 

school district the learner participants were enrolled in, was taught how to score the treatment 

integrity checklist based on an observation of the parent participant. This training also addressed 

how to score a learner’s task analysis data.  

Consistent with the goals of increasing self-determination in this population, consent was 

attempted with every learner participant unless their high school functional living skills 

classroom teacher and parent reported they were unable to provide consent. If consent was not 

deemed feasible, the experimenter recommended the parent attempt assent for the procedures 

prior to beginning each session (i.e., the parent was taught to say, “Are you ready to work?”). 

Assent is when a person who is not legally authorized to provide their own consent to participate 

in an activity, or in this case, participate in this research, confirm their willingness to complete 

the task they are being asked to perform (FPPHS, 2018). When the learner participant indicated 

they were not ready, the parent attempted assent later in the day or in subsequent days.  
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 Each parent was asked to fill out a vocational questionnaire (Appendix N) asking 

questions regarding what types of vocational skills have been taught, what teaching methods had 

been used, and what were some vocational skills each parent would like to see their child 

acquire. Each dyad’s vocational task was selected using the information from the parent 

questionnaires. Each parent/child pair collected baseline data on one of three vocational tasks. 

Dyad 1 collected baseline data on a making a care packaging, Dyad 2 collected data on a making 

a bed, and Dyad 3 collected baseline data on processing and packaging books (Appendices O-Q). 

During baseline, the parent participants videorecorded themselves teaching the task “as usual” 

(i.e., using the strategy they would naturally apply) and then uploaded the video to a secure 

location (i.e., Box.com). The researcher viewed each baseline video and recorded data. The 

research assistant also viewed the baseline videos and recorded data for the purpose of IOA. 

Treatment integrity data were taken on each interventionist as well. The only criterion each 

interventionist must have met is they are the learner’s parent or caregiver.  

Baseline Data Collection 

During baseline, the parents were instructed to teach the vocational skill as they normally 

would (i.e., teaching as usual) while the researcher and research assistant took baseline data on 

parent teaching strategies compared against the TIC, with one exception. Specifically, the TIC 

items regarding parents use of correct prompts based on the previous days data, as well as 

parent’s correctly recording data were eliminated during baseline as these items could not be 

correctly completed by parents until BST occurred. Once stable baseline had been acquired with 

at least one of the dyads, the first dyad was selected to begin treatment. However, once baseline 

data was collected, the dyad chosen to begin first could not begin treatment right away as they 

were going out of town. The dyad with the second most stable baseline data began treatment 
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because delaying access to intervention longer was deemed ethically problematic given the 

researcher was required to provide supports for the learners due to his consultation role with the 

school.  

Prior to initiating treatment with a learner, the parent completed BST (i.e., instruction on 

prompt fading for the vocational skill, the researcher modeling the correct way to fade prompts, 

rehearsal with the researcher, and receiving reinforcement and corrective feedback from the 

researcher). During this instruction, parents were presented with a PowerPoint presentation on 

stimulus control (Appendix R), taught how to correctly prompt, how to correctly fade a prompt, 

practice prompting and fading using the skill they would ultimately teach their child, and 

completed three consecutive role play activities (i.e., rehearsal) with the researcher acting as the 

learner. After rehearsal the parent practiced teaching the skill to the researcher while being 

recorded. The researcher then reviewed the video with the parent and scored their performance 

along with providing feedback to the parent on aspects they are performing to criterion and on 

the skills for which had not yet reached criterion. Once the parent scored 100% on three 

consecutive practice trials they were instructed to begin intervention.  

Intervention Data Collection 

Once a parent participant met the BST inclusion criterion, the parent began implementing 

the treatment with their child. When teaching the task to their child, the parent used a total task 

presentation and collected data on what prompt level evoked the correct response from their 

child for each step of the task analysis. The data sheet used to record data was sent to the parent 

each day as data from the previous day was required to make each day’s data sheet. On the first 

day of data collection, the researcher sent the parent participant a data sheet with instructions and 

only a column to record the prompt that evoked the correct response for each step of the task 
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analysis (Appendices S-U). Subsequent data sheets (Appendix V-X) sent to the parent also had 

columns for “previous days’ data” and “prompt level to begin with today” that were pre-scored 

by the researcher, thus serving as a prompt for the parent participant to use the correct starting 

prompt level at the beginning of each day. The researcher filled out a similar data sheet during 

intervention to that of the parent participants to collect total treatment integrity and critical items 

data (Appendices AA-AC). Mastery criteria for each parent was 5 consecutive days of treatment 

integrity checklist scores of 80% or above and scoring 100% on the critical items.  

Consistent with a multiple probe design, the parent from the first dyad completed one 

more day of data collection while the parents from Dyads 2 and 3 recorded another baseline 

session once the first parent completed BST and met mastery criteria. The parent from Dyad 2 

began BST if a stable favorable pattern of data for treatment integrity had emerged. Once the 

parent from Dyad 2 had completed BST, they began the intervention using the same instructions 

from the previous paragraph. Once the parent from Dyad 2 met mastery criteria, the parents from 

Dyads 1 and 2 completed one more day of data collection while the parent from Dyad 3 

completed one more baseline session. The parent from Dyad 3 would complete BST and begin 

the intervention using the same instructions from the last paragraph. 

Booster Sessions 

A booster training session between the researcher and the parent participant was planned 

if any of the following conditions occurred: (a) If the parent participant's TIC scored below 80% 

for 2 consecutive days, (b) If the parent participant's TIC for critical items scored below 100% 

for 2 consecutive days, (c) If at any time during intervention the parent stopped the trial because 

they were unsure of how to proceed; this could be because of problem behavior by the learner or 

the learner engaged in a behavior the parent did not know how to respond (d) Any time the 
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parent said they felt uneasy with any aspect of the intervention, and/or, (e) Any time the parent 

requested a booster training. However, at no time during intervention or follow-up was a booster 

training required or requested. 

Follow-up Data 

Once all parents met mastery criterion on their treatment integrity checklists on their 

vocational target for five consecutive sessions, the researcher did not collect treatment integrity 

data for 10 consecutive days. Once the 10 days were up, parents collected data once a week for 

three weeks—for a total of three follow-up data points. Inter-observer agreement (IOA) data on 

the parent’s performance was collected by the researcher and the research assistant using the 

same treatment integrity checklist data collection as used during the intervention. The parent and 

researcher collected data on the learner's performance of the mastered task for each trial using 

the same task analysis data sheet that was used during treatment.  

Both IOA and TIC data during this follow-up phase were recorded on the line graphs. 

Follow-up data were collected for two reasons: first, the researcher wanted to determine if the 

parent participant maintained what they had learned, had there been regression, or had there been 

improvement. The second reason the researcher wanted to collect maintenance data was to 

determine if the parent participant was still implementing the teaching and data collection skills 

used during treatment.  

Independent Variable 

The independent variable of this study was the use of behavior skills training to teach 

parents the importance of stimulus control, different prompt levels, and how to correctly fade 

prompts. This was done by providing a training package consisting of instructions, the researcher 
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modeling how to teach the skill and fade prompts, the parent participants rehearsing the skill 

with the researcher, and the researcher providing feedback.  

In the instruction portion of BST, the researcher began by addressing stimulus control 

using a software presentation program. Training continued with a focus on various prompt 

levels, which prompts parent participants would use in the study, and an explanation of why the 

other prompt levels were not necessary given the performance of the learners during baseline. 

Then the researcher modeled how each dyad’s task analyzed skill should be taught. Lastly, the 

researcher described how to collect data for each session. Once this step was complete, the 

parent participant rehearsed their role in the intervention, with the researcher acting in the role of 

the learner. The researcher intentionally made mistakes or failed to respond altogether during 

role-play so the parent participant could practice using correct prompting procedures. The parent 

participant scored the data sheet during or after the session, based on the video of the session. 

Consistent with procedures used during the intervention phase of the study, the researcher 

informed parent participants of which prompt level they should used for the next practice 

session. After each session, the researcher provided feedback to the parent participants regarding 

what they did well and what could enhance their performance. BST was deemed completed and 

the parent participants were instructed to begin the intervention the next day when the criterion 

of three consecutive sessions at 100% accuracy occurred. The BST training was 90-120 minutes 

in duration, depending on how many sessions it took for the parent participants to reach criterion 

and how many questions the parent participants asked the researcher.  

Interobserver Agreement  

The researcher collected interobserver agreement (IOA) data on the task analysis and TIC 

two times a week (a minimum of 40% of sessions) by the researcher and research assistant 
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during the teaching of vocational skills during baseline, treatment, and follow-up sessions. (See 

Appendices Y-AA for IOA Data sheets). The literature on how often to collect IOA data can be 

arbitrary (Johnston & Pennypacker, 2010 p. 153), but the oft-used standard is 33% of sessions 

(Bailey & Burch, 2002). Based on most school weeks consisting of 5 days (unless there is a 

holiday), 40% of sessions for IOA data collection is best because it ensures this data was 

collected at least twice per week. The parent participant collected task analysis data 5 out of 7 

days per week. IOA data was taken on both the dependent (TIC scores of instructors) and 

independent variables (learners scores).  

IOA data were collected for 47% of sessions in the current study. Broken down, 50% of 

the baseline sessions, 38% of intervention sessions, and 67% of follow-up sessions IOA data 

were collected. Proposed guidelines for IOA data recommends collecting IOA for at least 30% of 

sessions and to be 80% or above agreement to be considered good IOA (Hausman et al., 2021). 

Both of these measures were met in the current study. Overall, average IOA data was high for all 

dyads throughout baseline, intervention, and follow-up with an average of 96% IOA during 

baseline, 96% IOA during intervention, and 100% IOA during follow-up (See Appendix AB-

Table 6 for detailed data).  

Research Design   

 A minimum of three data points were collected for each dyad in each the baseline and 

follow-up phases of the study while at least 5 data points were collected in the intervention 

phase. Data for both parent and learner participant’s performance is graphically displayed. For 

the graphs displaying parent data, the X-axis is labeled with the session number while the Y-axis 

is labeled as “percentage of steps completed correctly.” As for the learner data graphs, the X-axis 
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are labeled the session number while the Y-axis are labeled as the “percentage of steps 

completed independently.” 

 A multiple probe design across participants was used to assess intervention effectiveness. 

A multiple probe design is a variation of a multiple baseline design in that it features intermittent 

measures during baseline (Horner & Baer, 1978). In a multiple baseline design, data are taken 

daily during baseline whereas in a multiple probe design probe data are taken at different times 

during baseline. The advantage to the multiple probe over the multiple baseline design is it can 

be used when concurrent measurement is not necessary, possibly reactive, impractical, or too 

costly. A multiple probe design can determine whether a behavior change has truly occurred 

before the intervention takes place because probe data are taken intermittently throughout 

baseline (Cooper et al., 2007). By gathering data from multiple learners, it can be inferred the 

intervention will be effective for more learners going forward. 
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Chapter IV 

Results 

This chapter includes the overall summary and results of the current study investigating 

parental prompt fading when teaching vocational skills to their adolescents or adults diagnosed 

with Autism who require very substantial support. Visual analysis using a multiple probe design 

across participants was used to answer the following research questions. Dyads consisted of one 

parent and their adolescent or adult child who met inclusion criteria for the study. 

Research Question 1 

Will training parents using BST increase their treatment integrity scores when teaching 

task-analyzed vocational skills? 

Parent Treatment Integrity 

Refer to Figure 1 (Parent Treatment Integrity). Overall, parent treatment integrity 

immediately improved (with an overall improvement of 207%)  in all dyads after parents were 

taught how to correctly fade prompts (See Tables 7 and 8). 

Dyad 1. Throughout baseline, treatment integrity increased each session; however, the 

treatment integrity of critical items varied. For total treatment integrity, there was an ascending 

trend with a low score of 13% and a high score of 31%. The mean score during baseline was 

23%, with a range of 18%. In terms of treatment integrity of critical items, the scores varied with 

two data points at 0% and one score at 25%, with a mean score of 8%. After training parents how 

to correctly fade prompts and intervention began, treatment integrity immediately increased with 

a large magnitude of change based on the difference between the last three data points in baseline 

and the first three data points in intervention. Total treatment integrity in baseline had a mean of 

23%; in intervention had a mean of 88%. For TIC Critical Item, the baseline mean was 8% and 
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intervention mean was100%. This translates into an overall improvement for total treatment 

integrity of 282% and critical items of 1150%. The mean for the treatment integrity intervention 

data was 90% with a range of 35%. Although the intervention data were variable (the lowest data 

point during intervention was 65%), the range is only 14% with the exception of this outlier. The 

critical items data were stable as every data point during intervention was 100% with one 

exception (75%), with an overall mean of 98%. The percentage of non-overlapping data points 

from baseline to intervention for both total treatment integrity and treatment integrity of critical 

items was 100%. The immediacy of the effect between baseline and intervention data was large 

as the parent’s total treatment integrity and critical items was low during the terminal three data 

points of baseline (23% for total treatment integrity; 8% for critical items) and increased both in 

terms of total treatment integrity (90%) and critical items (98%) after the introduction of the 

independent variable. It took the parent in this dyad 10 trials to meet mastery criterion. 

 Dyad 2. Throughout baseline, total treatment integrity were stable for the first three 

sessions (16%) and then the last datum was 47% immediately before beginning intervention. The 

treatment integrity for critical items was stable at 75% for all four baseline sessions. The mean 

score for total treatment integrity during baseline was 24% with a range of 31%. After training 

parents how to correctly fade prompts and intervention began, treatment integrity immediately 

increased with a large magnitude of change based on the difference between the last three data 

points in baseline and the first three data points of intervention; Total treatment integrity: 

baseline mean = 24%; intervention mean = 88%; Critical Items: baseline mean = 75%; 

intervention mean = 96%). This translates into an overall improvement of total treatment 

integrity of 267% and critical items of 28%. The mean for the total treatment integrity 

intervention data was 88% with a range of 9%; meaning the intervention data were stable. The 
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critical items data were stable after the first intervention datum (75%) with scores of 100%. The 

percentage of non-overlapping data points from baseline to intervention for the total treatment 

integrity was 100% while the percentage of non-overlapping data points was 86% for critical 

items. The immediacy of the effect between baseline and intervention data was large as the 

parent’s total treatment integrity was low during the terminal four data points of baseline (24%) 

and increased in terms of overall treatment integrity (88%) after the introduction of the 

independent variable. However, the immediacy of the effect for critical items was not as large as 

during the terminal four data points of baseline was 75% and increased to 96% after the 

introduction of the independent variable. It took the parent in this dyad 6 trials to meet mastery 

criterion. 

Dyad 3. Throughout baseline, total treatment integrity were variable with a mean score of  

42% and a range of 22%. The treatment integrity for critical items was stable at 50% for the first 

three sessions and then descended with scores of 25% for the last two baseline sessions. The 

mean scores of treatment integrity of critical items during baseline was 40% with a range of 

25%. After training parents how to correctly fade prompts and intervention began, treatment 

integrity immediately increased with a large magnitude of change based on the difference 

between the last three data points of baseline and the first three data points in intervention; 

Overall treatment integrity: baseline mean = 37%; intervention mean = 95%; Critical Items: 

baseline mean = 33%; intervention mean = 100%). This translates into an overall improvement 

of total treatment integrity of 157% and critical items of 203%. The mean for the intervention 

data was 97% with a range of 9% meaning the intervention data were stable. The critical items 

data were stable with scores of 100%. There percentage of non-overlapping data points from 

baseline to intervention for the overall treatment integrity and critical items was 100%. The 
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immediacy of the effect between baseline and intervention data was large as the parent’s total 

treatment integrity and critical items was low during the terminal three data points of baseline 

(42% for total treatment integrity; 40% for critical items) and increased both in terms of total 

treatment integrity (97%) and critical items (100%) after the introduction of the independent 

variable. it took the parent 5 trials (the minimum) to meet mastery criterion. 

Research Question 2 

Will Behavior Skills Training accompanied with check-ins via telehealth targeting 

vocational skills lead to rapid prompt fading by parents and faster skill acquisition/progress by 

Autistic students? 

Prompt Fading 

 Refer to Appendix AF (Table 9: Parent Percentage of Correctly Fading Prompts). 

Overall, parent participants correctly faded a prompt for 99% (73 out of 74 occurrences) of 

possible opportunities during intervention. In Dyad 1, Svetlana had 44 opportunities to fade a 

prompt and did so correctly 100% of the time. In Dyad 2, Lori correctly faded a prompt on 22 

out of 23 (96%) opportunities. And in Dyad 3, Jane had 7 opportunities to fade a prompt and did 

so correctly 100% of the time. By comparison, parent participants correctly faded a prompt for 

3% (3 out of 94 occurrences) of possible occurrences during baseline. This was an improvement 

of 3200%. During baseline, Svetlana and Lori did not fade the prompt at all while Jane from 

Dyad 3 correctly faded the prompt 9% (3 out of 32 opportunities) of the time. 

Learner Progress 

Refer to Figure 2 (Student Independent Steps). Overall, student progress defined by the 

percentage of independent steps completed immediately improved (with an overall average 

improvement of 321%) in all dyads after parents were taught how to correctly fade prompts. 
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Dyad 1. Throughout baseline, the learner independently completed 23% of the steps 

correctly for the making a care package activity (Refer to Appendix AI). The data were variable 

with a range of 19%. After the parent completed BST with the researcher and intervention began, 

the scores immediately increased with a large magnitude of change based on the difference 

between the last three data points of baseline and the first three data points of intervention; Total 

independent responding during baseline had a mean of 23% and during intervention had a mean 

of 49%. The data continued to ascend during intervention and by the end of intervention the 

mean score of independent steps completed by the learner was 75%, with a range of 79% (21% 

on first intervention datum and 100% on last intervention datum). The percentage of non-

overlapping data points was 92%. The immediacy of the effect between baseline and intervention 

data was large as the student’s independent responding was low during the terminal three data 

points of baseline (23%) and increased to 75% after the introduction of the independent variable. 

Overall, this translates to an overall improvement of 226% of independent responding 

Dyad 2. Throughout baseline, the learner independently completed 8% of the steps 

correctly for the making a bed activity. The data were stable for the first three data points all at 

0%, however, the baseline data point immediately before intervention was 33%. After the parent 

completed BST with the researcher and intervention began, the scores immediately increased 

with a large magnitude of change  based on the difference between the last three data points in 

baseline and the first three data points in intervention; Total independent responding during  

baseline  had a mean of 11% and during intervention had a mean of 73%). The data was stable 

through during intervention with an overall mean of 75% with a range of 20% (60% on first 

intervention datum and 80% on last intervention datum). The percentage of non-overlapping data 

points was 100%. The immediacy of the effect between baseline and intervention data was large 
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as the student’s independent responding was low during the terminal three data points of baseline 

(11%) and increased (75%) after the introduction of the independent variable. Overall, this 

translates to an overall improvement of 837% of independent responding. 

 Dyad 3. Throughout baseline, the learner independently completed 27% of the steps 

correctly for the packaging books activity. The data were variable throughout baseline with a 

range of 38% (lowest baseline datum was 6% while the highest was 44%) After the parent 

completed BST with the researcher and intervention began, the scores immediately increased 

with a large magnitude of change based on the difference between the last three data points in 

baseline and the first three data points in intervention. The overall treatment integrity during  

baseline mean was  29% and during intervention had a mean of 86%). The data continued to 

ascend during intervention with an overall mean of 91% with a range of 25% (75% on first 

intervention datum and 100% on last two intervention data points). The percentage of non-

overlapping data points was 100%. The immediacy of the effect between baseline and 

intervention data was large as the student’s independent responding was low during the terminal 

three data points of baseline (29%) and increased (91%) after the introduction of the independent 

variable. Overall, this translates to an overall improvement of 237% of independent responding. 

Research Question 3 

Will the parent participants maintain treatment integrity at mastery criterion during 

follow-up sessions after mastering the required teaching techniques? 

Follow-Up Data of Parent Treatment Integrity 

 Refer to Figure 1 (Parent Treatment Integrity—Follow-Up data). Overall, all the parent 

participants continued to score at mastery level on both total treatment integrity (with an overall 

average score of 96%) and treatment integrity of critical items data (with an overall score of 
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100%) in the follow-up phase of data collection. Follow-up data began 10 days after the parent 

participant from Dyad 3 met mastery criteria and was collected once a week for three 

consecutive weeks. 

Dyad 1. In follow-up sessions, the parent participant in Dyad 1 scored an average of 96% 

(6% increase from intervention phase) for total treatment integrity and 100% (2% increase from 

intervention phase) for treatment integrity for critical items. The data for both treatment integrity 

measures were stable during this phase. Thus, mastery criterion continued from the intervention 

phase for the parent participant for Dyad 1. 

 Dyad 2. In follow-up sessions, the parent participant in Dyad 2 scored an average of 92% 

(4% increase from intervention phase) for total treatment integrity and 100% (4% increase from 

intervention phase) for treatment integrity for critical items. The data for both treatment integrity 

measures were stable during this phase. Thus, mastery criterion was continued from the 

intervention phase for the parent participant for Dyad 2. 

Dyad 3. In follow-up sessions, the parent participant in Dyad 3 scored an average of 

100% (3% increase from intervention phase) for total treatment integrity and 100% (the same as 

intervention phase) for treatment integrity for critical items. The data for both treatment integrity 

measures were stable during this phase. Thus, mastery criterion was continued from the 

intervention phase for the parent participant for Dyad 3. 

Research Question 4 

Will learner participants perform vocational tasks at the same or higher level of 

independence during follow-up as they did in the intervention phase of the study? 

Follow-up Data of Learner Progress 
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 Refer to Figure 2 (Student Independent Steps—Follow-up Data). Overall, the students 

from each dyad increased their percentage of independent steps from the intervention phase to 

the follow-up phase with an average score of 89%, a 9% increase from intervention.  

Dyad 1. Follow-up data began 10 days after the parent participant from Dyad 3 met 

mastery criteria and then again the following two weeks (Once a week for three weeks). In 

follow-up sessions, the student participant in Dyad 1 scored an average of 96% (21% increase 

from intervention phase) for independent steps completed. The data for independent steps 

completed were variable during this date with a range of 13%. However, the first two data points 

during follow-up were both 100% with the last datum being 87%.  

 Dyad 2. In follow-up sessions, the student participant in Dyad 2 scored an average of 

78% (3% increase from intervention phase) for independent steps completed. The data for 

independent steps completed were variable during this phase with a range of 20%.  

 Dyad 3. In follow-up sessions, the student participant in Dyad 3 scored an average of 

94% (3% increase from intervention phase) for independent steps completed. The data for 

independent steps completed were variable during this phase with a range of 12%. However, 

during this phase each datum increased from the previous datum. 

Summary 

 Visual analysis of the data illustrate the anwer to all four research questions was yes. 

Parents were able to learn how to correctly fade prompts, correctly teach vocational skills with a 

high level of treatment integrity, and demonstrate mastery after follow-up sessions A collateral 

effect of parents learning how to efficiently and effectively fade prompts was their adolescent 

and adult children significantly increased their independence of vocational tasks and continued to 

perform at intervention levels during follow-up sessions. 
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Chapter V 

Discussion 

The use of telehealth in the field of ABA and education has increased tremendously 

during the COVID-19 pandemic of the early 2020s. The pandemic propelled the rise not only in 

clinical and school telehealth services, but also in telehealth research. A search of the Journal of 

Applied Behavior Analysis using the term “telehealth” during a six-year period from 2013-2019 

resulted in 19 articles with the word “telehealth” appearing anywhere in the article. In contrast, 

there are 35 articles using the same search parameters based on only the last one-and-a-half-year 

period (i.e., 2020 and 2021). Telehealth as a means of service delivery has been submitted to 

empirical investigation and has been demonstrated to be effective results in multiple areas of 

behavior change (LeBlanc et. al., 2020). Telehealth is an important mode of healthcare delivery 

because it can reach a large number of people cost effectively due to fewer personal and 

infrastructure costs (Christensen & Griffiths, 2002). Recent research has been extended the 

application of telehealth to interventionists teaching Autistic students functional skills (Craig et 

al., 2021).  

Parent training is a staple of ABA services (Gunning et al., 2020). In fact, from speaking 

with several insurance companies and other ABA clinical directors over the years, most 

insurance companies paying for ABA services now require all treatment plans to provide parent 

training goals. Communities have learned that schools and clinics may not always be open due to 

unforeseen circumstances (e.g., a global pandemic). Under these conditions, parents have played 

an increasing role in their child’s school experience, including helping their children acquire new 

skills (Gerow et.al., 2021; Boutain et. al., 2020). Some students are not well-positioned to learn 

from virtual learning alone. For example, Autistic individuals who require very substantial 
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support may not be able to attend to relevant educational stimuli via virtual learning or may not 

be able to sustain attention for the duration required to master knew concepts or skills. As a 

result, the onus of responsibility is often placed on parents and caregivers to teach and/or support 

their progress toward educational goals. Because Autistic individuals require precise teaching 

procedures (Porayska-Pomsta et al., 2018), it is important for parents and caregivers to be 

provided high quality training that is designed to maintain a positive relationship with their 

children while supporting skill acquisition. With the cloud of uncertainty regarding in-person 

schooling, parents and caregivers of individuals with Autistim who require very substantial 

support may look for training of how to teach new skills in effective and efficient ways. The 

results of this study demonstrate parents can quickly master these teaching skills, leading 

students to increased independence in skills that can be meaningfully connected to future 

employment opportunities.  

 Fading prompts is an essential skill to use when teaching students to efficiently and 

effectively acquire new skills. Many published studies briefly identify prompting and prompt 

fading as a relevant component of an intervention in the Method section, but they often fail to 

provide guidance on how to successfully fade prompts. Explicit instruction must take place in 

order to know when and how to fade prompts. The current research, and the success therein, was 

predicated on the precise instruction of this skill to the parent participants. During baseline, all 

the parents used multiple prompts to evoke a response from their child. This practice, which is 

prevalent in both home instruction by parents and in schools by interventionists, is ineffective 

because the source of control is questionable. Parents were taught about the importance of 

stimulus control via BST delivered via telehealth. The data in this study suggest that both 
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parental and student performance improves once parents are trained to only use one prompt at a 

time, recognize when a prompt is required, and to correctly fade a prompt..  

 The limitations of BST identified in the literature include the time and cost associated 

with delivering this comprehensive training method. The current study showed parents were able 

to not only quickly learn to accurately provide the intervention, but their adolescent and adult 

children were able to make quick and substantial progress. In terms of time, the initial BST 

training lasted for 1-2 hours for each parent. There were scheduled follow-up phone calls twice a 

week by the researcher and the parent during intervention that lasted from 5-15 minutes. In terms 

of cost and time, each parent in this study received consultation for three or fewer hours. 

Although only one skill was taught in the current study, the actual time spent with each family 

could have been reduced somewhat if the requirements of using a multiple-probe design with 

five or more data points during intervention was not needed. That is, although the time in BST 

was not significant, it could have been even shorter if applied purely within the context of 

service delivery. In addition, learning how to fade prompts can lead to enhanced lifelong 

instruction if parents are able to generalize the prompt fading method to other functional living 

tasks they teach their adolescent and adult children. Each parent in this study provided 

unsolicited comments indicating they were amazed at how much faster their child acquired the 

skill being taught than skills they had attempted to teach them previously and that they would 

continue the prompt fading technique they learned during BST to teach other skills. Two of the 

parents reported they had already begun using the prompt fading technique naturally when 

teaching their adolescent and adult children other skills. One parent commented it “even works 

on my husband.”  

Assent 
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 Although not identified as a critical item on the TIC, assent is increasingly recognized as 

an essential element in ethical research involving people diagnosed with developmental 

disabilities (Morris et al., 2021). For this study, assent was obtained in two separate ways 

because placing value on the learner’s rights and decisions from participating in this study and 

on a daily basis is imperative to determining personal consent as assent and consent should never 

be assumed. Before the study began, each parent participant explained the study and read the 

assent form to their child and the learner signed the assent form for this study. Perhaps more 

important, assent was a central part of the BST, with parent participants being taught it was 

necessary to gain assent from their child by asking the question “Are you ready to work?” before 

providing the task instruction. As part of the BST training, parents were taught that if their child 

said “no” (or any derivative thereof), the parent should not attempt the task and should try to 

obtain assent again later in the day. There is a history in the ABA literature of confirming assent 

before each session (i.e. Slaton & Hanley, 2016), however in a recent review of 20 journals listed 

on Applied Behavior Analysis International (ABAI) and the Behavior Analysis Certification 

Board (BACB) websites, a mere 12% of articles where assent procedures were listed gave 

detailed assent descriptions and measures (Morris et al., 2021). Assent procedures should 

consistently be described in research for both ethical reasons and to reduce ableism in both 

research and practice. 

 During this study, the only prompts used were model and gestural prompts as no physical 

prompts were required. Each student participant was able to follow and perform the skill without 

the use of physical prompting. While both full-physical and partial-physical prompts were 

outlined in the BST training and data sheets given to parents, these prompts were never required. 

Future research may consider having a prerequisite skill of student participants already having a 
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imitative repertoire to eliminate the need for physical prompts. In the event a potential learner 

requires physical prompts, assent should be acquired before an interventionist touches them 

before every teaching opportunity to establish the learner is comfortable with being touched. 

At no point during this study did any of the student participants say no or show any sign 

of not wanting to participate in the task when asked “are you ready to work” by their parent. In 

fact, the parents from Dyad 1 and 3 indicated after the first few days of the study once they 

began setting up the works tasks their child would usually come and sit at the table right away 

before instruction began. The parent from Dyad 1 also stated that their child would sometimes 

get the box the work materials were located and bring it to her and request “work.”  

 Booster Sessions and Check-ins 

The established criterion for booster sessions was that a parent participant scored below 

80% on their treatment integrity scores and/or scored below 100% for critical items for two 

consecutive days. However, none of the parent participants ever required a booster session on 

this basis because scores only fell below mastery criteria three times during the intervention and 

follow-up phases of the study; Once in Dyad 1 on the fifth session (fell below total treatment 

integrity score of 80%), again in Dyad 1 during one of the follow-up sessions (critical items fell 

to 75%), and on the first session after the intervention was introduced to Dyad 2. 

Research Question 1 

When addressing the first research question “Will training parents using BST increase 

their treatment integrity scores when teaching task-analyzed vocational skills?,” it was 

hypothesized that treatment integrity scores would improve once parent participants were trained 

using BST to correctly fade prompts. All parent participant’s increased their treatment integrity 

scores by an average of 207% once they were trained using BST. The four critical items data 
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points increased by an average of 57% for the three parent participants. Thus, this study 

illustrates that when parents are taught via BST to fade prompts in an effective and efficient 

manner, their treatment integrity scores increase, ensuring they are teaching the specified 

vocational skill correctly. 

One of the areas on the TIC where parents sometimes struggled had little to do with 

implementation of fading prompts or teaching the skill, but rather how they recorded data. 

Specifically, the parents did not always accurately record the prompt that evoked the correct 

response during the previous session. When this occurred this would bring down their TIC 

performance. However, this error did not reflect the parent’s performance on teaching the 

vocational skill or fading prompts.  

Ultimately, these data suggest with training focused on when and how to precisely fade 

prompts, parents can learn how to teach vocational tasks with ease. Once BST is completed and 

treatment begins, parents are able to immediately implement what they learn and begin to teach 

the vocational skill in an efficient and effective manner. One way this was evident was the 

parents no longer made the prompting errors they made in baseline (e.g., using multiple prompts 

for each step and providing verbal prompts). Although the use of verbal prompts is a viable 

prompting method, the use of verbal prompts is generally not recommended when teaching 

independent skills as they are harder to fade (West, 2008). With respect to vocational skills, the 

intensity of need for a job coach would likely be higher if verbal prompts are used due to this 

difficulty with fading verbal prompts. 

Without tight stimulus control, it will likely be difficult for many Autistic and 

Intellectually Disabled students to know what prompt to follow. More importantly, an observer 

would not know which prompt evoked the response. Once the parents were taught about stimulus 
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control and became aware of this issue during BST, they knew to use only one prompt during 

teaching each step of the TA. Then, once they learned the order in which to fade prompts, they 

were able to implement the intervention with fidelity. 

Research Question 2  

When addressing the second research question, “Will Behavior Skills Training 

accompanied with check-ins via telehealth targeting vocational skills lead to rapid prompt fading 

by parents and faster skill acquisition/progress by Autistic students?,” it was hypothesized that 

the student participant would score higher on independence of the vocational task they were 

learning when parents correctly faded prompts. Parents were able to fade prompts and student 

independence scores increased greatly once the intervention was implemented. Overall student 

independence of vocational tasks improved 321% as a result of the training/prompt fading 

procedures used by parents. Students made faster progress after parents learned to quickly fade 

prompts, as evidenced by the average student independent score in baseline being 19%, rising to 

80% in intervention, and to 89% during follow-up. 

Student performance was predicated on parent performance. As previously stated, in all 

the dyads during baseline, parents were typically providing multiple prompts at a time, thus 

leading to questionable stimulus control. Parent participants, did not correctly fade prompts from 

day to day during baseline. Failure to prompt fade accurately may occur for two reasons: Not 

knowing how to fade a prompt correctly or incorrectly assuming the student would get the step 

correct today that they could not do independently yesterday. In fact, the latter reason was one of 

the tenets upon which this study was based. Anecdotally, too often in the applied setting 

interventionists do not attempt to fade prompts from day to day; rather, they assess to see if the 

student can perform steps of the task analysis independently first, and then prompt when needed. 
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Thus, teaching parents to know when and how to fade prompts was an area this researcher 

wanted to research and address. In this case, the interventionists’ “teaching as usual” appeared to 

mean using a least to most prompt method every time the skill was assessed irrespective of the 

prompt level required to produce accurate responding on the previous day. Thus training 

interventionists, in this case parents, to use a prompt hierarchy and use a less invasive prompt 

than the day before was born. In this research, combining this training along with training on 

stimulus control provided evidence to be an effective way to teach Autistic students how to learn 

vocational skills in an effective and efficient manner. Not only did parent participants in this 

study learn to only use one prompt at a time, but they were able to master the skill of 

purposefully fading prompts correctly. Moreover, the Autistic students were able to learn and 

maintain new skills in a quicker manner than teaching as usual. 

Research Question 3 

When addressing the third research question of “Will the parent participants continue to 

score mastery criterion on the treatment integrity in follow-up sessions after mastering the 

required teaching techniques?,” parents did continue this trend. In fact, the average total 

treatment integrity scores for all the dyads increased from 92% to 96% while the  critical items 

treatment integrity scores increased from 98% to 100% for all the dyads during follow-up 

assessments.  

The follow-up data collection phase of this study began 10 days after the parent 

participant in Dyad 3 met mastery criteria for the intervention phase. All the parent participants 

were able to retain the skills they implemented during intervention. The capacity to maintain or 

improve a skill after no training or additional supports is available suggests the parents will be 

able to continue applying this skill. Every parent reported they would continue to use what they 
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have learned in this study during debriefing. Although no generalization data were collected, 

every parent said they have already begun teaching new skills to their Autistic adolescent and 

adult children (e.g., putting dishes and clothes away, putting their clothes on independently). The 

results of this study suggest Autistic students who require very substantial support can quickly 

learn new skills when their parents are trained to provide and fade prompts, correctly.  

Research Question 4 

When addressing the fourth and final research question of “Will learner participants 

perform at the same level or higher during follow-up as they did in the intervention phase of the 

study?,” the student’s overall performance was higher than during intervention (with an increase 

of 9%). Both Mark and John’s scores increased from intervention to follow-up but Kelby’s 

scores only raised slightly (75% to 78%). However, the reason for Kelby’s scores remained level 

may be the result of him attempting to complete some steps independently, but in an order 

different than that identified on the task analysis. Lori did as instructed and provided a prompt to 

Kelby when he went out of order on the task analysis; however, in this case, the task could have 

been accurately completed when the items were performed in a different order. For example, if 

Lori would have allowed Kelby to put the pillows on the bed first and then continue on to the 

comforter.The issue of Kelby doing steps out of order was discussed when Lori was debriefed 

about the study. When asked by the researcher to allow Kelby to complete steps out of order and 

only prompt if he began doing a step wrong, Lori reported Kelby scored over 90% on 

independently making his bed on two separate occasions. Thus, Lori did a great job 

implementing the protocol but the lack of leniency within the protocol resulted in a deflated 

percentage of independently completed items, when the average person’s assessment of his 

accurately would have been much higher. The researcher continued working with parents when 
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the parameters of this study were completed because he was contracted by the school district to 

perform parent training. Kelby earning lesser independent scores than those in his cohort even 

though Lori’s TIC scores were over 90%. However, after discussing this issue with Lori after the 

study was complete, she reported when she allowed Kelby to make the bed in the order he 

prefers he scored over 90% for three consecutive trials. She also reported Kelby is now making 

his bed daily with only a verbal command to do so. 

The student independent scores maintaining (Kelby) and increasing (Mark and John) 

during follow-up were likely due to parent participants continuing to implement the intervention 

with high fidelity. In addition, the Autistic students continued to score high because they had 

many trials that were consistently taught correctly. Precise and consistent methods of teaching is 

a hallmark of effectively teaching Autistic students (Porayska-Pomsta, 2018). The results of this 

study continue to support this notion. 

The overarching theme of this study is parents can be taught how to efficiently and 

effectively teach their Autistic adolescent and adult children how to independently complete 

vocational tasks. With the lack of studies focusing on Autistic individuals who require very 

substantial support, this research demonstrates that this demographic can learn new skills quickly 

when taught using precision and consistency. Although there is still a lack of opportunities in the 

workforce for Autistic people (Lee et al., 2020), this does not mean Autistic people, anywhere on 

the spectrum, are not capable. Some Autistic individuals may require additional training or 

accommodations to help them become successful employees and these outcomes suggests the 

cost for occupational modifications and training for Autistic individuals does not have to be 

significant. These findings are consistent with data from previous studies indicating costs for 

employment supports for Autistic people are minor compared to training and accommodations 
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for individuals with physical or sensory disabilities (Roehrich et al., 2016). The results of this 

study suggest one way to help Autistic individuals acquire vocational skills is to use BST to 

teach people who are instructing Autistic people. The implications of this research reach beyond 

parent training; BST and intervention methods used in this study can and should be studied with 

interventionists, paraprofessionals, and vocational coaches—areas in which this researcher plans 

to continue researching. 

Limitations/Delimitations and Future Directions 

Participants 

 During the initial year of the COVID-19 pandemic, many parents experienced an 

increased workload not only with their jobs (Craig & Churchill, 2020), but also with playing a 

more intensive role in their child’s education because many school districts did not provide an 

option for in-person services for a protracted period of time (e.g., six months or more months). In 

addition, potential parent participants for the current study reported the new stressor of their 

adolescent and adult children being at home during the day forced many parents to make 

adaptations to their daily lives. One of the many adaptations parents of students like the 

participants in the present study (i.e., Autistic students who require very substantial support) 

were required to make was to take an even more active role in their adolescent and adult 

children’s daily education as many of these students have a difficult time with online learning. 

Many parents or caregivers had to be present when the student received online instruction from 

their interventionists. This put more responsibility on parents to not only be physically present 

during these sessions, but also to teach critical skills. In many cases, this required parents to learn 

new teaching techniques. Thus, the need for parent training, although often offered from schools 

to parents of students in life skills classes, increased dramatically. The extent to which parents 
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and student participants would have been equally motivated to accurately complete these tasks 

during times when fewer demands are placed on parents and limited direct access to 

interventionists are available to students cannot be known. 

Demographics of both parent and student participants posed a delimitation to the study. 

Two of the parent participants were White women and one parent identified as Hispanic. Two  

student participants were White males and one was Hispanic/White. In terms of socio economic 

status (SES), the school district all of the participants live in is characterized from the district’s 

student profile website as “upper-middle class with parents primarily in professional positions.” 

All of the parent participants had at least two years of college. Future research should consider a 

more diverse sample of participants in terms of race, SES, sex, and parental educational levels.  

Participant exposure to ABA services poses another delimitation of the current study. A 

study similar to the current one could be done with parents with no ABA experience to find if the 

results are similar. All of the student participants have received ABA services in the past. Two of 

the three parent participants have had 20 hours or more ABA training at some point in their 

child’s lives. With the cost of ABA services being as high as they are, it leaves some families 

with not being able to access these services. Implementing more research with families of all 

socioeconomic levels and backgrounds could lead to more Autistic individuals getting exposure 

to ABA services, and replication of these studies being done in schools could help many 

families. 

Future research should also look at a more diverse group of student participants. All of 

the learners in this study were white males, lived in an upper-middle class school district, and 

had all received ABA services in the past. Future research should focus on male and female 
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learner participants, learners with different SES backgrounds, and different exposure levels of 

past and current ABA services they have/have not received. 

The ages of the student participants is another delimitation of this study. A future 

direction in research would be to use the same BST principles with training parents how to 

prompt fade with younger children. Although these types of studies may not involve vocational 

skills, parents could still learn to prompt fade by teaching daily living skills or functional life 

skills, thus giving the parents and their Autistic children more exposure to fading prompts 

correctly. In turn this has the potential for parents to know how to precisely teach new skills to 

their Autistic children and, the individuals having been exposed to these prompt fading methods, 

may have the potential to acquire skills quicker. However, studies like this one should not be 

limited to only Autistic students, but to students and their families with all disabilities.  

 A delimitation of this study is the only interventionist participants were parents. An area 

to expand this research would be with interventionists and paraprofessionals. These 

interventionists have the most direct teaching time with Autistic students (and all other special 

needs) and learning a prompt fading method that is could be more efficient and effective would 

be a beneficial as it would allow students to meet more of their goals and in turn learn more 

skills. The methods used in this study could be completed the same with interventionists and 

paraprofessionals or, instead of being done with telehealth, could be completed in person. 

Conducting this same research in the schools with interventionists would be highly beneficial 

and easily replicated. 

A direction in which to expand this research would be to train vocational coaches to teach 

Autistic individuals skills in real-world vocational settings. The current research takes place 

exclusively in the home. It could be beneficial to use the same methods outlined here in 
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vocational settings so Autistic students could learn these new skills in real-world settings. By 

conducting research in real-world settings, we could potentially have more conclusive results 

demonstrating actual vocational skills learned in the study translate directly to the job setting. 

Data Collection 

The data collected for this study focused a great deal on not only the parent participants 

providing and fading the correct prompts, but also the correct assessment of their own 

performance as well as that of the student participants. There was one data collection-related 

activity completed by the researcher that may limit the generalizability of findings if applied 

under real world conditions. The researcher checked treatment integrity after the parent 

participant uploaded the data sheet every day and then sent the next day’s data sheet to the 

parent. Although the parent collected data, the researcher had final say on what prompts to 

deliver the following session. Although treatment integrity was high in this study, future studies 

will need to incorporate interventionist selection of the initial prompt to ensure all tasks 

associated with prompting and prompt fading can be completed independently. 

Student Performance Directing Parent Performance 

There is value in asking if the relationship between interventionist and student 

performance is bidirectional. In this case, does better student performance lead to better parent 

performance? One of the assumptions of the study was that parents who scored high on their 

TICs would have students who would become more independent with the target vocational task. 

A limitation of this study is that some of the student participants learned how to complete many 

of the steps quickly and did not require going through all the prompt levels. The extent to which 

the results of the current study will generalize to interventionist/students dyads when students do 

not master steps quickly and who require significantly more intrusive prompting. The speed with 
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which students acquired skills may have reinforced interventionists’ correct application of the 

protocol. Whether or not interventionists will maintain high levels of treatment integrity when 

their accurate implementation of protocols is not reinforced on as rich a schedule of 

reinforcement will need to be addressed in future studies. 

Task Analysis  

 The vocational skills completed in this study were all skills that could be completed 

quickly. By expanding to vocational skills that require more time to complete using the same 

methods as this study would be beneficial as it could not only teach students how to perform a 

job effectively but could teach these students how to work for longer durations of time. This 

would also allow any type of interventionist to learn effective strategies to teach any of their 

students to learn new vocational skills. 

A possible limitation of this study is the use of task analysis may have acted as a crutch 

for parents. Parents were taught to use the task analysis and follow the steps in order. In the case 

of Dyad 2 (making the bed), it was noticed the student participant would sometimes attempt to 

complete steps out of order (i.e., putting pillows on the bed before the comforter was on the bed). 

When this occurred, the parent participant would prompt the correct step instead, as they were 

trained. This in turn would hurt the student’s independent score. For example, what if the student 

put the pillows on the bed and then put on the comforter correctly? Would the end result of the 

bed being made not be the same? This became apparent in the follow-up phase of the study 

where the student scores dipped in one of the sessions. One could say making the bed was a 

more difficult task than making a care package or packaging a book because it required a larger 

response effort. However, would he have had higher independent scores had he been allowed to 

make the bed as he saw fit? Does anyone make the bed the exact same way every time? How 
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would a parent teach their neurotypical child? It is important to allow the same accomodations 

within the teaching method for all learners, regardless of diagnosis of disability or not; for if 

these accomodations are not allowed for the learner diagnosed with a disability, are we not 

holding them to a different, and possibly higher standard? One could argue he was putting the 

pillows on the bed because he was close in proximity to them and was doing it to save time, like 

many people would. The limitation of student independent scores may not be can they complete 

the task independently in the exact order, but rather we too stringent with the order of the task 

analysis. The parent did exactly as instructed, but some leniency within the order of the task 

analysis could have led to higher student independent scores and thus the student mastering the 

skill of making the bed. 

Check-ins 

 Check-ins occurred twice a week  during intervention. The check-in sessions were 

designed for the researcher to deliver feedback to the parents and give the parents an opportunity 

to ask questions. These check-ins were different from booster sessions in that they were more 

informal and did not require a retraining of any aspect of the intervention. As previously noted, 

the researcher had a contractual relationship with the school district the participants were in. 

Because this research also falls under parent training falling under the umbrella of the 

researcher’s responsibilities, a natural step when providing any type of intervention training 

would be to follow-up with the parents providing the intervention. Although these check-ins are 

not a required aspect of BST, the addition of this aspect potentially enhances treatment integrity. 

However, these check-ins could also be a limitation of the study as they could have served as 

prompts for the parent participants. Whether or not check-ins enhance the results of the study 

should be addressed in future research. 
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Generalization 

The last delimitation of this study was that there were no checks for generalization. 

Because the data shows all of the parents were able to learn, master, and maintain the prompt 

fading skill, they were only required to teach one vocational task. The extent to which the 

interventionist can transfer the prompting and prompt fading skills they acquired to teach a new 

task to their child cannot be determined based on the present data set. Future research in this area 

should examine the generalization of interventionist skills across tasks. 

Social Validity 

Social validity involves determining if the recipients of an intervention finds the 

treatment targets, training, and outcomes acceptable and desirable. When parents serve as the 

interventionist for their children, social validity is relevant at two levels. First, the social validity 

of the training parents experience is important. For the purposes of the current study, social 

validity includes the degree to which parents describe their acquisition of skills to teach their 

children new skills as important, the acceptability of the BST training they receive, and the value 

being able to use the skills they acquire. Although no formal social validity data were collected, 

parents agree to participate in the study, which suggests that they believe learning to develop the 

skills needed to teach their Autistic adolescent or adult child was valuable. In addition, the length 

of training was minimal (1-2 hours) so at least one aspect of social validity (i.e., the feasibility of 

completing training) was likely palatable. Finally, the fact that two parent participants 

independently reported using the skills they acquired in BST to teach their children novel skills 

(i.e., skills that were not a part of the study), suggests they found the outcomes worthwhile. 

Despite this anecdotal evidence, the lack of social validity data is a limitation of the current study 

and formal social validity assessment should occur in future research. 
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In addition to the social validity of the training parents experience, parental use of task 

analysis, prompting, and prompt fading has social validity implications at the learner level. For 

the purposes of the present study, social validity at the learner level involves the importance of 

the skills the learner acquires (i.e., vocational skills), the acceptability of using the multi-

component intervention with their Autistic adolescent and adults children, and the 

meaningfulness of the skills acquired during the course of the study. The parent participants 

identified the treatment targets as important for post-secondary job opportunities available in 

their communities, suggesting they found their child’s skill acquisition important for long-term 

outcomes. Second, two parent participants independently reported transferring the skills they 

developed through BST to other new tasks, suggesting they found the intervention they applied 

to the Autistic adolescent and adult children highly palatable. Further, one of the learner 

participants brought the stimulus materials to his mother so he could complete the task during the 

study, suggesting he found the intervention acceptable.Third, all learners made substantial gains 

in skill acquisition that were maintained during three week follow-up, when, combined with the 

importance of the treatment target for long-term job possibilities indicated the outcomes were 

meaning at the learner level. Still, future research should examine social validity of the study and 

give the parent participant’s perspective on the effectiveness of the information learned. Given 

the communication abilities of the participants in the present study, the likelihood of collecting 

formal social validity data from their perspective is not likely. However, their tolerance (e.g., 

affective changes) for treatment implementation can be used as an indicator of social validity 

(Wilczynski, 2017a) so these data should be collected in future studies. 

Fidelity of Training 
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 Fidelity of training involves assessing the researcher’s fidelity in applying the procedures 

outlined as the independent variable. The current study did not procure such procedures; thus 

presenting a limitation. This limitation is not exclusive to the current research as measures of 

procedural fidelity are limited in BST research. Procedural fidelity has been measured in the 

literature involving researchers using BST for effective instruction delivery (LaBrot et al., 2017), 

by using a checklist and asking observers to record if a step occurred, did not occur, or was non-

applicable. A recent dissertation using BST to teach class-wide behavior data collection also 

implemented a procedural integrity checklist (Scheel, 2020).  

 Although the literature regard to procedural fidelity of training is limited, it is an 

increasingly important aspect of the research process and further data are needed to ensure that 

the results of BST reflect accurate implementation of this evidence-based intervention. Fidelity 

of training measures when implementing BST should be included in extensions or replications of 

the current study. 

Conclusion 

 The current research concludes the use of Behavior Skills Training can translate into 

parents efficiently and effectively learning to fade prompts when teaching their Autistic 

adolescent and adult children who require very substantial support to complete vocational tasks. 

With a minor time commitment of one-two hours, parents were able to fade prompts and 

implement a task analysis of a vocational task and do so with a high level of treatment integrity. 

Although previous research on the use of BST for skill acquisition is rich, there has been little 

research in with the demographic of Autistic students who require very substantial supports. 

Another gap the current study fills is explicitly demonstrating how and when to fade prompts. 
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Past research has identified the need for prompt fading; however, there has been no research 

providing explicit instruction on prompt-fading.  

 This research demonstrated how using BST can effectively teach interventionist to 

prompt-fade as a means of instructing Autistic people who require very substantial supports to 

acquire and maintain new vocational skills. Although additional research needs to be completed 

in this area to understand the parameters of effectiveness, the data collected and analyzed in this 

study demonstrated both that Autistic adolescents and adults who require very substantial 

support can learn new vocational skills and training interventionists to produce this outcomes can 

be efficiently accomplished.  
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Table 1 
 
CDC Autism rates 2000-2016 

 
*Reprinted with permission from CDC 
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Table 2 
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Miltenberger’s factors that may enhance fidelity of rehearsal for trainees 

1.  The behavior should be rehearsed in the proper context 

2.  Rehearsals should be programmed for success 

3.  Reinforcement should always follow a correct rehearsal. 

 

4.  Rehearsals that are incorrect or if the trainee does anything incorrectly should receive 
immediate corrective feedback. 

5.  The behavior should be rehearsed until it has been demonstrated correctly multiple 
times. 

 
 
Miltenberger, R. G. (2001). Behavior modification principles and procedures. Belmont, CA: 

 Wadsworth/Thomson Learning. 
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Table 3 

Considerations for writing a task analysis 

Appendix D 

Examples (if applicable) 

Step 1 Identify the target skill Cleaning a mirror 

Step 2 Identify the prerequisite skils 

Step 3 Identify the materials needed Paper towel, Glass cleaner 

Step 4 Breakdown skills into components 

Step 5 Confirm task is completely analyzed 

Step 6 Identify which chaining method to use Forward Chaining, 
Backward Chaining, Total-
Task Presentation 

Step 7 Identify possible prompts to be used Full Physical, Partial 
Physical, Model, Gestural 

Step 8 How will data be collected Task Analysis data sheet 

Step 9 Implement the intervention 

Step 10 Monitor progress/make changes when needed 
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Sample task analysis for putting on deodorant 
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Table 4 

Appendix F 
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Table 5 

Response Prompt Methods 

Appendix G 
EFL: Cleaning Skills 
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Skill # Good-to-Have Daily Living Skills – Cleaning 
DLS-C1 Scrapes and rinses off dirty dishes 
DLS-C2 Washes and dries dishes 
DLS-C3 Places dirty dishes in the dishwasher 
DLS-C4 Wipes off the dinner table 
DLS-C5 Places paper towels an napkins in the waste basket 
DLS-C6 Wipes counter tops and tables 
DLS-C7 Sweeps floors, sidewalk, and porch 
DLS-C8 Scrubs floors by hand 
DLS-C9 Mops floors 
DLS-
C10 Shakes Rugs 
DLS-
C11 Cleans rugs and carpet with vacuum cleaner 
DLS-
C12 Washes windows and mirrors 
DLS-
C13 Cleans sink 
DLS-
C14 Cleans tub and shower 
DLS-
C15 Cleans toilet bowl 
DLS-
C16 Replaces towels, toilet paper, and soap in bathroom 

*Reprinted with permission from EFL

Appendix H 
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EFL: Vocational Skills 

Skill # Should-have Daily Living - Domain 4                                                                            
Vocational Skills (DLS-V)  Pages 107-112 

DLS-V 1 Attends a sheltered work program. 

DLS-V 2 Participates in a sheltered work program. 

DLS-V 3 Participates in supported employment. 
DLS-V 4 Maintains a job in competitive employment. 

DLS-V 5 Completes a single-response assembly or packaging task. 

DLS-V 6 Completes 2 or more single-response assembly or packaging tasks. 

DLS-V 7 Completes 2 or more single-response assembly or packaging tasks. 

DLS-V 8 Completes 2 or more assembly or packaging tasks that require three or more 
responses. 

DLS-V 9 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include envelopes, stamps, or stickers. 

DLS-V 10 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include envelopes, stamps, or stickers. 

DLS-V 11 Completes 2 or more tasks that include envelopes, stamps, or stickers, and that require 
three or more responses. 

DLS-V 12 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include inventory control or display. 

DLS-V 13 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include inventory control or display. 

DLS-V 14 Completes 2 or more tasks that include inventory control or display., and that require 
three or more responses. 

DLS-V 15 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include folding, cutting, using a 
stapler, using a hole punch, or glue. 

DLS-V 16 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include folding, cutting, using a stapler, 
using a hole punch, or glue. 

DLS-V 17 Completes 2 or more tasks that include folding, cutting, using a stapler, using a hole 
punch, or glue, and that require three or more responses. 

DLS-V 18 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include washing, cleaning, or laundry. 

DLS-V 19 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include washing, cleaning, or laundry. 

DLS-V 20 Completes 2 or more tasks that include washing, cleaning, or laundry, and that require 
three or more responses. 

DLS-V 21 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include waste management or 
recycling. 

DLS-V 22 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include waste management or recycling. 

DLS-V 23 Completes 2 or more tasks that include waste management or recycling, and that 
require three or more responses. 
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DLS-V 24 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include property maintenance. 

DLS-V 25 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include property maintenance. 

DLS-V 26 Completes 2 or more tasks that include property maintenance and that require three or 
more responses. 

DLS-V 27 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include food preparation or clean-up. 

DLS-V 28 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include food preparation or clean-up. 

DLS-V 29 Completes 2 or more tasks that include food preparation or clean-up, and that require 
three or more responses. 

DLS-V 30 Completes 2 or more single-response tasks that include operating a machine. 

DLS-V 31 Completes 2 or more two-response tasks that include operating a machine. 

DLS-V 32 Completes 2 or more tasks that include operating a machine, and that require three or 
more responses.. 

DLS-V 33 

Assists others as they perform tasks including, but not limited to, servers in a 
restaurant, persons providing child care, custodians, stock or shipping clerks, property 
managers, persons working in laundry or dry cleaners, persons working in waste 
management or recycling, persons operating machinery, persons performing 
inspections or quality control, persons managing property, or retail clers. 

DLS-V 34 Works continuously for 5 minutes. 

DLS-V 35 Works continuously for 10 minutes. 

DLS-V 36 Works continuously for 20 minutes with one or two pauses or less than one minute. 

DLS-V 37 Works continuously for an hour with one or two pauses of 1-2 minutes. 

DLS-V 38 Returns to work after significant interruptions. 

*Reprinted with permission from EFL

Appendix I 
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EFL: Laundry 
Skill # Good-to-Have Daily Living Skills – Laundry 

DLS-L1 Sort dirty laundry into dark and light colors 
DLS-L2 Indicates which clothes are clean and which are dirty 
DLS-L3 Washes loads of light-colored clothes 
DLS-L4 Washes loads of white clothes 
DLS-L5 Washes loads of dark-colored clothes 
DLS-L6 Washes loads of clothes made of fabrics that require special treatment 
DLS-L7 Washes clothes by hand 
DLS-L8 Hangs up clothes which should not go in dryer 
DLS-L9 Puts loads of clothes in the dryer and operates the dryer 
DLS-
L10 

Removes clothes from dryer and folds towels, socks, underwear, pants, shirts, 
blouses, and sweaters, and puts them in closet or drawer 

DLS-
L11 Irons pants 
DLS-
L12 Irons shirts 
DLS-
L13 Puts clean clothes in specific places in a dresser or drawer 
DLS-
L14 Puts clean towels and sheets in a linen closet or cabinet 

*Reprinted with permission from EFL

Appendix J 
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Study information/Parent Consent Information 

Study Title: Training Parents to Effectively and Efficiently Teach Autistic Learners who 
Require Very Substantial Supports to Perform Vocational Skills Via Telehealth 

IRBNet ID: 1652937-1 

Researcher: Benjamin Seifert 

Study Purpose and Rationale 

There are two purposes of this study. First, we seek to understand if parents can follow a prompt-
fading method (Prompts are used to increase the likelihood that a student will produce a desired 
response; Fading is gradually reducing the level of the prompt—for this study the following 
prompts levels will be used: Physical prompt, Partial-physical prompt, gestural prompt, and 
independent) when teaching their teen or adult children vocational (work) skills. A second 
purpose is to determine if this will help their children learn these work skills faster. 

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

For Parents:  

(A) Learners must have documentation of an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Diagnosis;
examples of documentation are school or medical ASD diagnostic reports to participate in
the study.

(B) Parents cannot participate who are not in a position to complete the intervention.

For Learners: 

(A) Learners must have documentation of an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) diagnosis;
examples of documentation are school or medical ASD diagnostic 
reports to participate in the study. 

(B) Learners with a history of intense problem behavior(s). This includes a history of self-
injurious behavior, intense aggression toward others, and/or PICA (an extreme eating
disorder in which people eat nonfood items). Students are excluded for the reason that
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service delivery is via telehealth and the safety of all participants could not be assured 
without the researcher being physically present. 

Participation Procedures and Duration 

You will be asked to teach your child how to complete a work task. The initial Behavior Skills 
Training portion of the study (parent participant only) will take 1-2 hours and will be conducted 
via meeting virtually on Zoom.com. This teaching will occur daily and last 5-10 minutes. There 
will be an initial probe once a day (5 days per week) which you will take data on and then 
teaching the skill throughout the day. Twice per week you will be required to record you 
teaching your child the work task and then upload these videos to Box.com. After each video is 
viewed by the researcher and research assistant (Jessica Davis, the Behavior Specialist at 
LTISD), I will meet with you on Zoom.com to highlight what you are doing well, give corrective 
feedback when needed, and answer any questions you may have. This feedback session will take 
5-20 minutes to complete. The total number of probe days and Zoom sessions will vary upon
how quickly you meet the mastery criteria for the study.

Data Confidentiality or Anonymity 

All data will be maintained as confidential and no identifying information such as names will 
appear in any publication or presentation of the data. This means your real name will not be 
included in the paper I write but rather a code name we will come up with together. The videos 
you upload will only be accessible to myself, my research assistant, Jessica Davis-the Behavior 
Specialist for LTISD, and my Dissertation chair, Dr. Susan Wilczynski.  

Storage of Data and Data Retention Period 

All data, data sheets, and videos will be uploaded to a secured online account on Box.com 
(Box.com is FERPA compliant and secure) that only myself, the research assistant, and my 
doctoral advisor, Dr. Susan Wilczynski, have access to. All documents associated and collected 
with this research will be kept until the learner graduates from high school. In the case you 
decide to withdraw from the study, all documents that have been uploaded to Box.com will be 
deleted and any physical document related to you or your child will be destroyed. 

Risks or Discomforts 

Potential Risks to Paraprofessional Participants: 

A) You may become stressed about being observed. If you were anxious or have any concerns
about participating in this study, either before the study begins, during or after the study, you can
meet with Dr. Susan Wilczynski, the dissertation chair. You can discuss any study issues with
her.
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(B) You might tell your child to do something and they will not like this. This could potentially
lead to some problem behaviors. Since the researcher is a BCBA, he will be able to talk you
through how to manage these behaviors just like he would do in his job consulting with the
schools. If the behaviors become intense, we may need to stop the session or participation in the
study. The safety of your child and your safety are everyone’s priority.

Potential Risks to the learner participants: 

(A) Your child may not be used to you asking them to complete these kinds of tasks. This may
lead to some frustration on their part. In addition, placing new or different demands could lead to
problem behaviors.

Benefits 

The parent participants will benefit from learning how to use prompt fading techniques that they 
will be able to apply the skills they acquire to teach their son/daughter other skills. 

The learner participants have the potential to acquire skills that could help them develop their 
work skills that could  eventually help lead to paid employment. 

Voluntary Participation 

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to withdraw your 
permission at anytime for any reason without penalty or prejudice from me. It is my ethical and 
moral obligation to provide services to each learner I work with and train parents to the best of 
my knowledge and abilities. Please feel free to ask me any questions you may have before 
signing this form and at any time during the study. 

IRB Contact Information 

For questions about your rights as a research subject, please contact the Office of Research 
Integrity, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306, (765) 285-5052 or at orihelp@bsu.edu. 

Study Title 

Training Parents to Effectively and Efficiently Teach Autistic Learners who Require Very 
Substantial Supports to Perform Vocational Skills Via Telehealth 

********** 
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Consent 

I, ___________________, agree to participate and give my consent for my child to participate in 
this research project entitled, Training Parents to Effectively and Efficiently Teach Autistic 
Learners who Require Very Substantial Supports to Perform Vocational Skills Via Telehealth. I 
have had the study explained to me and my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I 
have read the description of this project and give my consent to participate. I understand that I 
will receive a copy of this informed consent form to keep for future reference. 

To the best of my knowledge, I meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria for participation (described 
on the previous page) in this study. 

________________________________ _________________ 

Participant’s (Parent) Signature Date 

________________________________ 

Learner’s name 

Researcher Contact Information 

Principal Investigator:  Faculty Supervisor: 

Benjamin Seifert, Doctoral Candidate Dr. Susan Wilczynski 

Special Education  Special Education 

Ball State University  Ball State University 

Muncie, IN  47306  Muncie, IN  47306 

Email: bjseifert@bsu.edu Telephone:  (765) 285-5706 

Email: smwilczynski@bsu.edu 

Appendix K 
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Assent Form 

My name is Ben Seifert and I am a student at Ball State University. I am trying to learn about 
how parents can teach job skills to their kids because I want to know if there is a better way to 
teach job skills. If you would like, you can be in my study. 

 If you decide you want to be in my study, you will learn how to do an easy work task. 

If you want to be in my study, you will learn how to do a job task that will help you if you have 
your own job one day. Your mom or dad will also learn a better way to teach you. You may not 
be used to doing work with your mom or dad, and that may be frustrating. They will always ask 
you if you want to work or not. You can always say no if you do not feel like working.  

Other people will not know if you are in my study. I will put what I learn from all of the students 
together so no one will know your name or what you learned. When I tell other people about my 
research, I will not use your name, so no one can tell who I am talking about. 

Your parents or guardian have to say it’s OK for you to be in the study. After they decide, you 
get to choose if you want to do it too. If you don’t want to be in the study, no one will be mad at 
you. If you want to be in the study now and change your mind later, that’s OK. You can stop at 
any time. 

My email address is bjseifert@bsu.edu. You can email me if you have questions about the study 
or if you decide you don’t want to be in the study any more.

 I will give you a copy of this form in case you want to ask questions later.

Agreement 

I have decided to be in the study even though I know that I don’t have to do it. Ben Seifert has 
answered all my questions. 

______________________________ ________________

Signature of Study Participant Date 

______________________________ ________________

Signature of Researcher Date

Appendix L 
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Parent Participant Information 

Name:_________________________________ 

Research Codename:_____________________ 

Age:___________________________________ 

Sex:___________________________________ 

Highest Education Level:_____________________________ 

Occupation:____________________________ 

Ethnicity:______________________________ 

Amount of Training in Applied Behavior Analysis (circle one):  0hrs  1-5 hrs    6-10 hrs

10-19 hrs  20 or more hrs 

Appendix M 
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Learner Information 

Name:_________________________________ 

Research Codename:_____________________ 

Age:___________________________________ 

Sex:___________________________________ 

Grade Level in school (circle one): Freshman Sophmore Junior  Senior 

18+ Graduated from High School 

Ethnicity:______________________________ 

Other Diagnoses:________________________ 

Has your child ever received Applied Behavior Analytic (ABA) Services:   Yes No 

If Yes, for how long?:____________________ 

Appendix N 
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Parent Questionnaire 

Student’s name:______________ 

1. What are some daily living skills (chores, self-help, hygiene) attempted to teach your child?

2. Can you list a some of these skills your child successfully learned how to do independently?

3. Can you list some skills that your child had a difficult time learning or was not able to learn?

4. In your own words, how did you teach these skills?

5. Circle the types of prompts you typically use when teaching your child these skills (see
attached page for definition of these prompt types):

Full Physical  Partial Physical Modeling/Imitation  Verbal

Visual Gestural 

6. What are some vocational skills you would like your child to learn?

Appendix O 
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Task Analysis for Making a Care Package (Baseline) 

Dyad #:______Learner:____________________ Parent:___________________ Date:________________ 

Step 

Prompt level provided Parent Prompt 
Correct (+, -) 

Learner 
Independent 
(+, -) 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Parent % Correct:________________ 

Learner % Independent:___________ 

Appendix P 

Task Analysis for Making Bed (Baseline) 

I = Independent 

G = Gestural 

P = Partial Physical 

F = Full Physical 

M: Model 

V: Verbal 
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Dyad #:_______Learner:____________________ Parent:___________________ Date:______________ 

Step 

Prompt level 
provided 

Parent Prompt 
Correct (+, -) 

Learner 
Independent (+, -) 

Tuck in one corner of fitted 
sheet 

Tuck in other corner of fitted 
sheet 

Pull on top sheet to top of bed 

Straighten top sheet 

Find comforter 

Pull comforter to top of bed 

Flatten out comforter 

Pick up pillow #1 

Put pillow #1 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #2 

Put pillow #2 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #3 

Put pillow #3 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #4 

Put pillow #4 in correct spot 

          Parent % Correct:___________ 

          Learner % Independent:______ 

Appendix Q 

I = Independent 

G = Gestural 

P = Partial Physical 

F = Full Physical 

M: Model 

V: Verbal 
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Task Analysis for Packaging a Book (Baseline) 

Dyad #:_______Learner:____________________ Parent:___________________ Date:______________ 

Step 

Prompt level provided Parent Prompt 
Correct (+, -) 

Learner 
Independent 
(+, -) 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

          Parent % Correct:___________ 

          Learner % Independent:______ 

Appendix R-1 

I = Independent 

G = Gestural 

P = Partial Physical 

F = Full Physical 

M: Model 

V: Verbal 
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Stimulus Control Powerpoint 

Appendix R-2 
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Appendix R-3 
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Task Analysis for Making a Care Package (Intervention)—Day 1 

Dyad: Learner:      Parent:   Date:________________ 

Step 

Prompt level that evoked 
correct response today 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Appendix T 

Prompt level Definition 

I = Independent no prompt is needed, the learner does the skill independently 

G = Gestural interventionist uses some type of minimal prompt, such as pointing, looking at, or 
moving an item needed to complete the task, for the learner to complete the task 

M= Model Interventionist models how to do the step and the learner imitates what was modeled 

P = Partial Physical interventionist uses a prompt that requires physically touching the learner (but not for 
the entire duration of the movement needed to complete the task) to complete any part 
of the task  

F = Full Physical Interventionist uses a prompt requiring hand-over-hand guidance to complete any part 
of the task  
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Task Analysis for Making a Care Package (Intervention)—Day 1 

Learner:        Parent: Dyad:   Date:________________ 

Step 

Prompt level that evoked 
correct response today 

Tuck in corners of fitted 
sheet 

Pull on top sheet to top 
of bed  

Straighten top sheet 

Find comforter 

Pull comforter to top of 
bed 

Flatten out comforter 

Put pillow #1 on bed 

Put pillow #2 on bed 

Put pillow #3 on bed 

Put pillow #4 on bed 

Put pillow #5 on bed 

Appendix U 

Prompt level Definition 

I = Independent no prompt is needed, the learner does the skill independently 

G = Gestural interventionist uses some type of minimal prompt, such as pointing, looking at, or 
moving an item needed to complete the task, for the learner to complete the task 

M= Model Interventionist models how to do the step and the learner imitates what was modeled 

P = Partial Physical interventionist uses a prompt that requires physically touching the learner (but not for 
the entire duration of the movement needed to complete the task) to complete any part 
of the task  

F = Full Physical Interventionist uses a prompt requiring hand-over-hand guidance to complete any part 
of the task  
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Task Analysis for Packaging Books (Intervention)—Day 1 

Dyad: Learner:         Parent: Date:________________ 

Step 

Prompt level that evoked correct response 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

Appendix V 

Prompt level Definition 

I = Independent no prompt is needed, the learner does the skill independently 

G = Gestural interventionist uses some type of minimal prompt, such as pointing, looking at, or 
moving an item needed to complete the task, for the learner to complete the task 

M= Model Interventionist models how to do the step and the learner imitates what was modeled 

P = Partial Physical interventionist uses a prompt that requires physically touching the learner (but not for 
the entire duration of the movement needed to complete the task) to complete any part 
of the task  

F = Full Physical Interventionist uses a prompt requiring hand-over-hand guidance to complete any part 
of the task  
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Task Analysis for Making a Care Package (Intervention) 

Dyad: Learner: Parent: Date:________________ 

Step 

Prompt level from 
previous day 

Prompt level to begin 
with today 

Prompt level that evoked 
correct response today 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Appendix W 

Task Analysis for Making a Bed (Intervention) 

Prompt level Definition 

I = Independent no prompt is needed, the learner does the skill independently 

G = Gestural interventionist uses some type of minimal prompt, such as pointing, looking at, or 
moving an item needed to complete the task, for the learner to complete the task 

M= Model Interventionist models how to do the step and the learner imitates what was modeled 

P = Partial Physical interventionist uses a prompt that requires physically touching the learner (but not for 
the entire duration of the movement needed to complete the task) to complete any part 
of the task  

F = Full Physical Interventionist uses a prompt requiring hand-over-hand guidance to complete any part 
of the task  
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Dyad: Learner: Parent: Date:________________ 

       Step Prompt level from 
previous day 

Prompt level to begin with 
today 

Prompt level that evoked 
correct response today 

Tuck in one corner of fitted 
sheet 

Tuck in other corner of fitted 
sheet 

Pull on top sheet to top of bed 

Straighten top sheet 

Find comforter 

Pull comforter to top of bed 

Flatten out comforter 

Pick up pillow #1 

Put pillow #1 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #2 

Put pillow #2 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #3 

Put pillow #3 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #4 

Put pillow #4 in correct spot 

Appendix X 

Prompt level Definition 

I = Independent no prompt is needed, the learner does the skill independently 

G = Gestural interventionist uses some type of minimal prompt, such as pointing, looking at, or 
moving an item needed to complete the task, for the learner to complete the task 

M= Model Interventionist models how to do the step and the learner imitates what was modeled 

P = Partial Physical interventionist uses a prompt that requires physically touching the learner (but not for 
the entire duration of the movement needed to complete the task) to complete any part 
of the task  

F = Full Physical Interventionist uses a prompt requiring hand-over-hand guidance to complete any part 
of the task  
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Task Analysis for Book Packaging (Intervention) 

Dyad : Learner:  Parent: Date:________________ 

Step 

Prompt level from 
previous day 

Prompt level to begin with 
today 

Prompt level that evoked 
correct response today 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

Appendix Y 

Prompt level Definition 

I = Independent no prompt is needed, the learner does the skill independently 

G = Gestural interventionist uses some type of minimal prompt, such as pointing, looking at, or 
moving an item needed to complete the task, for the learner to complete the task 

M= Model Interventionist models how to do the step and the learner imitates what was modeled 

P = Partial Physical interventionist uses a prompt that requires physically touching the learner (but not for 
the entire duration of the movement needed to complete the task) to complete any part 
of the task  

F = Full Physical Interventionist uses a prompt requiring hand-over-hand guidance to complete any part 
of the task  
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Treatment Integrity Checklist for Care Package 

Note: Items with a “*” in front of them are Critical Items” 

Parent:_______________Learner:______________Dyad #:_____Date:____________ 

TIC Area 1 Y N 

*Informal preference assessment completed with learner

*Materials for task are prepared

Asks the learner “are you ready to work?” 

*Correct demand is placed

TIC Area 3 Y N 

”Prompt level to begin with today” and “Prompt level begun with today” match on all steps. 

Data for all Task Analysis steps recorded accurately (step by step IOA between parent and researcher) 

*Reinforcement is delivered to learner immediately following the completion of the TA

Researcher/Research Assistant Initials: ___________________ 

TIC Area 2 

Step  

Prompt level 
from previous 
day 

Prompt level to 
begin with today 

Prompt level begun 
with today 

Do prompt levels 
between prompt level 
to begin with and 
prompt level begun 
with today match? 

Prompt level that 
evoked correct 
response today 

(Researcher or 
researcher’s assistant  
data) 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 

Grab Ziplock bag 

Put Item #1 in bag 

Put item #2 in bag 

Put item #3 in bag 

Put item #4 in bag 

Put item #5 in bag 

Seal Ziplock bag 

Put Ziplock bag in box 
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TIC Percentage (%):_____________ 

Critical Items Percentage (%): _____________ 

Learner Independent Percentage (%):____________ 

Appendix Z 
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Treatment Integrity Checklist for Making a Bed 

Note: Items with a “*” in front of them are Critical Items” 

Interventionist:_______________Learner:______________Dyad #:_____Date:____________ 

TIC Area 1 Y N 

*Informal preference assessment completed with learner

*Materials for task are prepared

Asks the learner “are you ready to work?” 

*Correct demand is placed

TIC Area 2 Prompt level from 
previous day 

Prompt level to begin 
with today 

Prompt level 
begun with today 

Do prompt levels 
between prompt 
level to begin with 
and prompt level 
begun with today 
match? 

Prompt level that 
evoked correct 
response today 

(Researcher or 
researcher’s 
assistant  data) 

Tuck in one corner of fitted sheet 

Tuck in other corner of fitted sheet 

Pull on top sheet to top of bed  

Straighten top sheet 

Find comforter 

Pull comforter to top of bed 

Flatten out comforter 

Pick up pillow #1 

Put pillow #1 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #2 

Put pillow #2 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #3 

Put pillow #3 in correct spot 

Pick up pillow #4 

Put pillow #4 in correct spot 

TIC Area 3 Y N 

”Prompt level to begin with today” and “Prompt level begun with today” match on all steps. 

Data for all Task Analysis steps recorded accurately (step by step IOA between parent and researcher) 

*Reinforcement is delivered to learner immediately following the completion of the TA

Researcher/Research Assistant Initials: ___________________ 
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TIC Percentage (%):_____________ 

Critical Items Percentage (%): _____________ 

Learner Independent Percentage (%):____________ 

Appendix AA 
Treatment Integrity Checklist for Book Packaging 
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Note: Items with a “*” in front of them are Critical Items” 

Interventionist:_______________Learner:______________Dyad #:_____Date:____________

TIC Area 1 Y N 

*Informal preference assessment completed with learner

*Materials for task are prepared

Asks the learner “are you ready to make your bed?” 

*Correct demand is placed

TIC Area 2 

Step  

Prompt level from 
previous day

Prompt level to begin 
with today

Prompt level begun 
with today

Do prompt levels between 
prompt level to begin with 
and prompt level begun with 
today match?

Prompt level that 
evoked correct 
response today 

(Researcher or 
researcher’s assistant  
data)

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

Grab notecard 

Pick up stamp 

Stamp notecard 

Open book 

Place notecard in book 

Pick up envelope 

Put book in envelope 

Put envelope in box 

TIC Area 3 Y N 
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”Prompt level to begin with today” and “Prompt level begun with today” match on all steps. 

Data for all Task Analysis steps recorded accurately (step by step IOA between parent and researcher) 

*Reinforcement is delivered to learner immediately following the completion of the TA

Researcher/Research Assistant Initials: ___________________ 

TIC Percentage (%):_____________ 

Critical Items Percentage (%): _____________ 

Learner Independent Percentage (%):____________ 
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Appendix AB 

Table 6 

IOA Data 
Average 
Total IOA 

Dyad 1 Dyad 2 Dyad 3 

Baseline 96 96 100 93 
Intervention 96 98 90 100 
Follow-Up 100 100 100 100 
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Appendix AC 

Table 7 

Total Treatment Integrity (23 items for Dyads 1 & 3; 22 items for Dyad 2 on integrity checklist) 
Average 
Total 
Treatment 
Integrity 

Dyad 1 Dyad 2 Dyad 3 

Baseline 30 23 24 42 
Intervention 92 90 88 97 
Follow-Up 96 96 92 100 
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Appendix AD 

Table 8 

Treatment Integrity – Critical Items (4 items on integrity checklist) 
Average 
Total 
Treatment 
Integrity 

Dyad 1 Dyad 2 Dyad 3 

Baseline 41 8 75 40 
Intervention 98 98 96 100 
Follow-Up 100 100 100 100 
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Appendix AE 

Figure 1 

Overall Treatment Integrity and Critical Items for All Parent Participants 
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Appendix AF 

Table 9 

Parent Percentage of Correctly Fading Prompts 
Average 
Total Parent 
Performance 

Dyad 1 Dyad 2 Dyad 3 

Baseline 3 0 0 9 
Intervention 99 100 96 100 
Follow-Up 100 100 100 100 
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Appendix AG 

Table 10 

Learner Percentage of Independent Steps Completed 
Average 
Total 
Student 
Performance 

Dyad 1 Dyad 2 Dyad 3 

Baseline 19 23 8 27 
Intervention 80 75 75 91 
Follow-Up 89 96 78 94 
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Appendix AH 

Figure 2 

Learner Independent Steps 


